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Westbrook officials say
Biddeford's Maine Energy
Recovery Company
(MERC), the waste-toenergy incinerator, treated
them like garbage when it
escalated fees to take the
city's trash. They'll send
their trash to Portland's
Regional Waste Systems
(RWS) instead.
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Life without the Express
• By Andy Newman

--

On Friday, Feb. 1, the last edition of the l08-year-old
Evening Express will roll off the printing presses of the
Guy Gannett Publishing Company. The Express, which
has been ailing for more than a decade, has lain on its
deathbed since September, when Guy Gannett announced its demise.
During the past four months, more bad news unfolded at Guy Gannett, which also publishes the Portland Press Herald and the Maine Sunday Telegram. On

Oct. 31, the company announced it would ax 90 of its
600 PortIand jobs. Only 30 of those jobs were attributed
to the folding of the Express; 60 were blamed on

plummeting ad revenues.
Down to one daily newspaper and a leaner staff,
Guy Gannett's Portland exec's are not mourning the
death of the Express so much as they are praying for
the rebirth of the Portland Press Herald. This month,
they added two new sections to the paper; in April,
they promise three new community editions.
But the rebirth of the Press Herald could be a long

time cOming. It will need more advertising revenue if it
is to become the bigger, better newspaper it plans to be.
But its recently raised ad rates are not sitting well with
advertisers who now appear in not two, but one local
paper. Tony Payne, owner of Maine Media, a Portland
ad agency, said simply, "I'm paying more for less."
And while executives at Guy Gannett repackage the
news into a cleaner and brighter Press Herald, some
elder staffers say the newsroom - and the news it
delivers - have grown too antiseptic.
• Continued on page 8

Guy G.nnett press operators print the J.n. 28 edition of the Evening Express.

• CBW(foll« Harbert

The "a rt of a new city
• By

w.o. Cutlip

like many another big dot on the map, Portland is
suffering the effects of rapid social and economic
change. Different people are depressed by different
changes, but the change that depresses most people in
Portland is the apparent loss of a vibrant and diversified downtown sector.
As has been noted in these pages and elsewhere,
the downtown area is rapidly emptying out as
businesses go under or relocate. Refugee businesses
tend to take their employees and customers with

them, who in turn pack up their credit cards and
follow those businesses into the suburbs, rarely to
be seen again.
The captains of industry hereabouts, alarmed and
distressed by the decline of the downtown, have
generated a tall stack of proposals for the revitalization of Portland. Most feature tax breaks, new office
space and similar economic enhancements intended
to lure businesses back into the city.
A few of those plans feature Portland's larger
cultural institutions prominently. For instance, some
people see the possibility of the Children's Museum

of Maine moving next door to the Portland Museum
of Art as the first step in creating a "cultural COrridor,"
an intellectual Disneyland stretching from High Street
to the Franklin Arterial, that will draw people downtown by the thousands. This, they say, will save
Portland.
Maybe so. But, if you look around, it may just
occur to you that, in the absence of design, evolution
has taken over. The cultural corridor is already in
place.
It may even be possible that Portland has already
been "saved."
• Continued on page 12
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Hundreds mourn
governor's son

Martin's
Point
HEALTH CARE
CENTER

BRIGHTON AVENUE
Walk-In Medical Care
• Patients of all ages welcome
• Free blood pressure checks

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: January 22 through 29, 1991.

• On-site X-ray & Laboratory
• Minor work-related illness and injury
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Turnpike-widening opponents,
train enthusiasts win round
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The project to widen the Maine Turnpike from York to
Scarborough has hit a speed bump the Environmental Protection Agency requesting an environmental impact study on the
$100 million project. Efforts to restore passenger rail service
between Boston and Portland, meanwhile, are on track with
Mainers being asked to support the rail service on an upcoming
ballot.
The EPA is recommending that an environmental impact
statement be prepared for the turnpike-widening project before
the Army Corps of Engineers can grant a permit for toe work.
The corps has the final say on whether the study will be done.
The EPA, in making its recommendation, said the Maine
Turnpike Authority's traffic growth estimates may be too high.
That raises the question of whether the project justifies the loss
of about 23 acres of wetlands that would result from construction of two new lanes on the four-lane highway.
The EPA also suggested an in-depth study of alternatives,
such as mass transit and incentives to use the turnpike during
off-peak hours. Preparation of an impact statement would
probably take less than a year, said Mark J. Kern, an EPA
staffer.
The Maine Turnpike Authority's executive director, Paul
Violette, said, "We remain convinced of the need for this
project."
'We're extremely overjoyed," said Beth Nagusky, a lawyer
for the Natural Resources Council of Maine. Nagusky said the
council is pleased because the EPA cited a central issue raised
by the council f whether the project is needed - in calling for the
impact statemint.
"Our whole point is that widening of the turnpike is an
option of last resort," said Nagusky, who contends that the
turnpike operates beyond its capacity for only 22 hours a year.
The EPA recommendation represents the second potential
setback for the $100 million project in recent days. On Jan. 24,
the Campaign for Sensible Transportation submitted 76,000
Signatures on petitions in hopes of forcing a referendum on the
project.
And Maine voters will not only have an opportunity to vote
on stopping the turnpike widening, but on approving a more
environmentally sound way to travel to Boston than in a car.
A group pressing for renewed passenger train service
between Portland and Boston has collected enough Signatures
to force a statewide vote on its proposal. RailVision of Portland
presented more than 55,000 voters' signatures to the Secretary
of State's office for verification on Jan. 24.
John Hume, president of RailVision, said passage would
force the state Transportation Department to raise $40 million,
most likely through a bond issue, to restore passenger rail
service between Portland and Boston by June 1, 1993.

Westbrook trashes MERe, chooses RWS

Swrep her cffher foet with gifts oflorefrom Amary l1is!
Happy St Valentines Day!
Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
parking stamps available

The Maine Energy Recovery Company (MERC) suffered a
major blow last week when the Westbrook City Council voted
to terminate its contract with MERC and send its garbage to
Regional Waste Systems (RWS) instead.
Citing higher hauling costs and escalating tipping fees, the
city council voted 4-2 in favor of terminating its agreement with
MERe.
Westbrook will begin sending its commercial and residential
waste to RWS beginning February 4, at a cost of $48 per ton,
according to Peter Eckel, an administrative assistant to Mayor
Fred Wescott. The town had been paying $45 per ton with
MERe.
"We had gone from $8.50 per ton with MERC to $45 per ton
in a very short period of time," Eckel said. "It also makes more
sense to haul our garbage to Portland as opposed to Biddeford.
The hauling costs are very expensive."
MERC has said it needs its 21 client communities to approve
its new contract to keep the plant open. So far, only 12 communities have approved the new contract.
Westbrook is one of 11 new towns that have joined, or are
planning to join RWS, according to Chuck Foshay, the
company's general manager.

About 600 people packed
the sanctuary of All Souls
Church in Bangor on Jan. 26
to mourn the death of Peter
A. McKernan, the 20-year-old
only child of Maine Gov.
John R McKernan.
The younger McKernan
died Jan. 23 in a hospital in
Hanover, N.H., where he had
spent nine days in a coma
after collapSing of heart
failure near the end of a twomile run during a college
baseball practice. Doctors
attributed the cardiac arrest
to a previously undetected
heart problem.

Ten AIDS activists
arrested
Ten local AIDS activists
who want an AIDS clinic in
Portland were arrested on
Jan. 23 after lying down in
the Middle of Congress Street
near Monument Square.
Each of the 10 protesters,
who lay beside homemade
wooden coffins and stopped
traffic, was hauled off by
police and charged with
obstructing a public way, a
misdemeanor.
The protest was staged by
members of the AIDS
Coalition to Unleash Power,
or ACT UP, which engaged
in a nationwide day of civil
disobedience that included a
march outside the New York
Stock Exchange.
The arrests came at the
close of a lunch hour march
and rally where speakers
blamed state and national
leaders for creating a mood of
public apathy and indifference about the AIDS epidemic Speakers reiterated
ACT UP's demands that a
clinic specifically designed to
treat AIDS patients and those
infected with the virus that
causes the disease be established in Maine. They also
complained that private
physicians are refusing to
treat AIDS patients who lack
health insurance.

Westbrook to
televise council
Westbrook will probably
begin televising ci ty council
and planning board meetings
in the next couple of months,
according to city officials.
Under the city's television
contract with Public Cable
Co., the company will supply
$50,000 worth of camera and
audio equipment to televise
an undetermined number of
meetings.
The Special Projects
Committee met Jan. 28 to iron
out how many meetings to
televise and how much to
pay technicians needed to
operate the equipment. That
could amount to about $5,200
a year, according to Peter
Eckel, administrative assistant to Mayor Fred Wescott.
Council meetings are
presently televised in Portland, South Portland and
other Greater Portland
communities.
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Bridgton pushes
to secede
Bridgton residents who
are fed up with seeing their
county tax dollars shipped 38
miles into Portland say the
answer is seceding from
Cumberland County.
"Geographically, we're on
the other end of the spectrum," Town Selectman
Robert J. McHatton said
Wednesday. He is among
growing ranks that want to
see the town become part of
neighboring Oxford County.
Town leaders question
what services Bridgton
receives in return for the
$186,101 - a 10.6 percent jump
- it has been asked to pay in
county taxes this year. Last
year, the town was forced to
swallow a 35 percent increase.
A town of about 4,000
residents, Bridgton is located
in the northwest comer of the
county - the furthest of any
from the county seat.
Town Clerk Janice A.
Chadbourne said Bridgton
receives '1ittle or nothing"
from the county's $11 million
budget. "So far as I'm
concerned, all they send us is
a big bill," she said.
Otisfield, a town of less
than 1,000 residents, left
Cumberland County and
joined Oxford' County in
1978, after more than two
years of fighting over debt
service payments on the civic
center.

for a
fraction
of the cost
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Maine banks lose
People's Heritage Financial Group Inc. and Casco
Northern Bank both suffered
Significant losses in 1990.
People's Heritage, Maine's
largest bank holding company, said its net loss for the
fourth quarter of 1990 was
• Continued on page 4
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Ex-S.D. Warren
official pleads
guilty to scam
A former Scott Paper Co.
official, who was allegedly
given kickbacks for setting up
purchases of unneeded
building supplies at vastly
inflated prices, has pleaded
guilty to a conspiracy charge
in U.S. District Court.
David F. Hilt, 36, who
worked as a maintenance
engineer at Scott's S.D.
arren mill in Westbrook,
pleaded guilty Jan. 24 to a
charge of conspiracy to
commit mail and wire fraud,
u.s. Attorney Richard S.
Cohen said .
The charge carries a
maximum sentence of five
years in prison, a $250,000
fine or both, Cohen said. The
prosecution alleged that Hilt
conspired with two Michigan businessmen to receive
kickbacks and bribes based
on the amount of orders he
placed on behalf of the
Westbrook mill. The prosecution alleged that Hilt was
given merchandise, gift
certificates and money orders
in exchange for setting up the
purchases.
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Attention Maine Property Owners:
You Can Appeal Your Property Taxes!
It's simp/e. . .and it 's your right. But you have to know the facts, and the process.

.t'!!iIjAs many as 4 out of every 5 properties are over-assessed.
ItMilWith our Property Tax Refund/Reduction Package, your property
taxes could be reduced by up to 20% or more.
CONCLUSION: $$$TAX REFUND IN YOUR FAVORCOLLECT YOUR REFUND$$$.

All you need to determine your eligibility for'" a Property Tax Reduction/
Refund, based on your current Tax Bill, is included in your PROPERTY TAX
REDUCTION KIT
•

A!/ necessary materials available in this comprehensive property tax
kit, With step-by-step instructions.

•

You 'll receive a complete computer analysis of your t?X data.
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Assistance by trained tax consulting professionals.
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• Cmatinued from page 3
$7.8 million, bringing its total
1990 losses to $61.9 million.
Casco Northern reported a
$12 million net loss for its
fourth quarter, bringing its
year-end loss to $40.5 million.
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Father-son duo
fined for flyer
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Bangor
Theological Seminary

ENLARGEMENTS SPECIAL

offering
Adva nced Theological Stud y
for Laity
in Portland and Bangor

5x 7 COLOR
$.99 (35mm onlyj

y
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2FOR 1
A 2ND Set of Prints Free
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with each roll of 35rrm. 110 or 126 film brought in for processing.
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y

Calvin 's Immures
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Ethica l Perspectives o n Sexuality
and the Social Order

FREE ENLARGEMENTS
with each enlargement ordered (5 x 7 and up)
Get the 2nd one FREE from the same negative.
(black & white and C-41-35-120-110 onlyj

Introductio n to C hristian Ethics

y

-THURSDAY-

Portland

2FOR 1
A 2nd Set of Prints Free

Introducti on to
Christian Theology - II
Hi story of ASIan Reltgions
(including religIons of India, C hina
and j apa n, and an cxtens i veexam l na~
tion of the hIstory of Islam)

with each roll of 35rrm. 110 or 126 film brought in for processing.
(C-41 only)
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-FRIDAYSIZE 4 X 6

SUPER
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FOR,3-1/2 X 5 PRICE
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A Portland father and son
broke the law when they
anonymously mailed
homophobic flyers attacking
Robin Lambert during a
Portland legislative primary
campaign last June, a state
ethics panel ruled on Jan. 25.
In a 5-0 vote, the Commission on Governmental Ethics
and Election Practices found
that William F. Harrigan, 65,
and John Patrick Harrigan,
26, were remiss in failing to
say who wrote the flier and in
not reporting its printing and
mailing costs as campaign
expenses.
Now John Patrick
Harrigan, who ronfessed that
he mailed the flyers less than
three weeks ago, is flip,
flopping again. '1 didn't do
the flyer," he said on Jan. 29.
Regardless, the two men
each face up to $1,100 in
fines, according to William
Stokes, attorney for the
commission that investigated
the flier.
Stokes said the commission will now drop its plans
to question Paul Volle,
chairman of the Cumberland
County Republican Committee, and Carolyn Cosby,
chairwoman of the Portland
City Committee, to testify
under oath about the flier.

Westbrook
planning chairman
may be ousted
The Westbrook Planning
Board is likely to oust its
chairman of 22 years in the
next few weeks,
Chairman Charles
Henderson, 72, has received a
strong challenge to his
position from Martin Pizzo,
the newest member of the
planning board.
PU2o,whoowns~s

lUHTA

STORE CLOSING!
Luhta Skiwear & Accessories 70% off
Luhta Streetwear Coats & Jackets 70% off
Maser of Austria 50% off
Lewis Creek Wax Clothing 50% off

Winter Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5
78 Main St., Yarmouth, 846-6480
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Save75¢
on any

COVER GIRL

variety store on Main Street
and has been on the planning
board for only 10 months,
thinks Henderson is too hard
on developers.
Henderson received the
unexpected challenge to his
chairmanship on Jan. 8, when
the planning board deadlocked on a vote for a new
chairman.
Burton Babbidge, the
swing vote who was absent
for the election, has said he
will vote for Pizzo the next
time around. That could
happen as soon as next week.
'1t basically boils down to
a difference in philosophy,"
said Pizzo. '1 don't think we
should drive a potential

• Continued on ptlge 6
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Between 75,000 and 200,000 people march for peace In Washington, D.C.
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DEMONSTRATION

ofPysanky

Anti-war protests continue
Portland-area residents
who oppose the U.S.-led war
in the Persian Gulf were back
on the streets Saturday, Jan.
26, marching in both Portland
and Washington, D,C. At
both rallies, demonstrators
urged an end to the bombing
of Iraq but insisted that they
support American sold iers
just as much as the war's
backers do.
A crowd of more than 600
anti-war demonstrators
overflowed Portland's
Monument Square, then
marched up Congress Street
to the State Street Church in
wa ves alternately silent,
chanting and singing. They
sang "We Shall Overcome,"
and "Down by the Riverside," and carried signs that
read "How Many Uves Per
Gallon?" and "Peace Is
Patriotic." The crowd
included both experienced
protesters and newcomers to
the anti-war movement.
'1' ve seen four wars," said
Lucille Haiss, 73. '1' m sick of
war." Haiss said she was
attending a public demonstration for the first time
because she feared the
conflict in the Persian Gulf
"will be one of the worst
wars the world has ever
seen."
Jerry Genesio, founder of
Veterans for Peace, drew a
booming response when he
charged that the war is
"about oil and U.S. defense
profits." He said the TV war
coverage amounts to "a
military dog-and-pony
show."
The march was organized
by the Maine Coalition to
Stop U.s. War in the Middle
East.
The night before, several
dozen Portlanders boarded
buses headed for the nation's
capitol, where they marched

(Ukranian Eggs).
An ancient and unique
method of egg
decorating using wax
and dye process by
Amy Visentinc.
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Marchers from Portland spent 24 hours In transit.

• CBW(Tonee Harbert

men and women come home
safely, soon. Violence is not
the answer."
Saturday's scene was
reminiscent of the protests of
20 years before. Peter Yarrow
(of Peter, Paul and Mary) and
Richie Havens sang "We
Shall Overcome." Jesse
Jackson spoke about injustice,
including an appeal for D.C.
statehood. The oversized
papier-mache puppets of the
Bread-and-Circus Theater
were back. Along the parade
route, entrepreneurs laid out
T-shirts, buttons and bumper
stickers for sale.
After the protest, exhausted Portlanders found
their way back to their bus
parked at RFK Stadium. Said
Mills, en route to Portland: "I
hope the spirit we generated
here today might shorten the
war. Before the march I went
to the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial. It was a sobering
experience, Each name on

that wall is someone from my
generation that is not here
anymore. As I walked along
that mass of names I thought,
'I don't want to memorialize
Desert Storm with that many
names.'"
Portland's Dan Kolbert, an
organizer with the Maine
Coalition to Stop U.S. War in
the Middle East, said peace
rallies will be held regularly
at noon on Wednesdays in
Monument Square.

• Reported by Tonee Harbut and
the Associated Press
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from the Capitol to the White
House.
Organizers of the D.C.
event estimated the crowd at
200,000 by the time the group
reached the Ellipse for a rally.
But U.S. Park Police, who are
directed by the same government which is waging the
war, claimed there were only
75,000.
Either count would make
the event Washington' s
largest anti-war protest since
the Vietnam era. Protests
against the Vietnam War
started small in the mid1960s, building to 50,000
people in the fall of 1967 and
eventually to 250,000 on Nov.
15,1969.
Alan Mills, who said he
hadn't been to a Washington
protest for 20 years, was on
the bus from Portland.
"America has been duped
into believing we've got to
free Kuwait. I'm going
because we want to see our
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Convention Center
(1 hr)
In The Gallery:
Maureen & Robert
Rothschild's Russian
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Family: (1 hr)
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& Thurs. gam-noon.
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• Continued from page 4
business out of Westbrook
because the planning board
won't approve a 10-foot
variance."

All Winter Merchandise
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• Suits •Accessories

Oakhurst leaks
ammonia

~

185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK. MAINE
"AROUND TilE CORNER FROM
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FROM TilE BIG GREY CIIURC//"
729-3907
STORE HOURS 9:30·5:30

70% OFF Everything in Helen's Cellar
~

We are 110W showing cruisewearincluding bathing suits

An ammonia leak at
Oakhurst Dairy temporarily
shut down business and
forced the plant to be evacuated, but no injuries were
reported.
Oakhurst President
Stanley Bennett said the plant
was closed for two hours
Thursday while a ruptured
refrigeration pipe was
repaired. He said refrigeration systems more than 10
years old use ammonia and
often spring leaks.
"Occasionall y the older
pipes will break," Bennett
said. "It's a noxious gas and if
people are around it when it
hits the air" they could get
sick, he said.
Employees were evacuated when one worker
smelled ammonia.
Bennett said some milk
left unattended during the
evacuation had to be
dumped.

Portland adopts
park ordinance
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IlDprovisationai
COlDedy Workshop

School for deaf
may close dorms
The Governor Baxter
School for the Deaf wants to
close its residential program
to make room for expanded
after-school activities to serve
a larger number of hearingimpaired students, the
school's chief administrator
said.
Superintendent Kathy

with TIm Ferrell
During the past 12 years Mr. Ferrell has tal:l9ht imprOv!sational comedy. at New York
University and Juliard. He founded and directed the Usual Suspec.ts Improv. C.
and was Artistic Director of the comedy club ·Who's on First.·

This 1 0 week workshop begins on Saturday, February 9th. The
workshop will explore the fundamentals of improvisational C?omedy.
This relaxed participatory workshop is an. excellent a~d enJ~ya~le
way for performers and non-performers alike to learn Improvisation
while increasing their confidence and spontaneity.
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For more information call: 879-0070
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Groups of 25 or more who
gather in Portland's parks
will now have to get a permit
first, thanks to a rule adopted
by the Portland City Council
Jan. 23.
'1t wasn't a negative
reaction, but it brought home
the question of planning,"
said Donna Williams, former
member of the Parks Commission. "The ordinance
should improve how the park
is used," she said, because it
requires a tightening up of
health, safety and parking
regulations.
Larry Mead, Portland's
superintendent of recreation,
is compiling a list of all the
park locations to be included
in the plan. He said he will
submit the list and a recommendation for a $25-a-day
user fee to the city council at
a Feb. 20 meeting. Mead said
around 30 of the more than
50 parks in the Portand area
will be subject to the new
rule.
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proposal to draw opposition
from members of Maine's
hearing-impaired community

and some parents of students
at the school on Mackworth
Island in Falmouth.
"Most of the deaf people
in Maine grew up at this
school," Fries said. "At that
time, this school operated
seven days a week and the
students only went home for
the summer, Thanksgiving
and Christmas. So they really
see this as their home."
The proposal must still be
approved by Gov. John R
McKernan and the Legislature, but Fries said the school
is moving forward with its
proposal.
Fries said the Baxter
school and others like it
across the nation have seen a
drop in the number of
students staying in school
dormitories during the past
several years.
When the ~aine State
School for the Deaf, which
opened in 1897, moved to
Mackworth Island in 1957
and was renamed the
Governor Baxter School, 195
students lived at the school,
she said. Today, 24 of the
school's 70 students stay in
the school's dormitory
weekday nights, but only
seven of them live too far
away to commute daily, Fries
said.

You don't have
to wear blue jeans

So. PO. firefighter
finally promoted
South Portland firefighter
Ronald Henderson, whose
promotion to deputy chief
was postponed because a
review of his qualifications
didn't include a past conviction for assault, was finally
appointed Jan. 24.
"After weighing his past
conviction, and whether it
would have an impact on his
performance - I could see it
wouldn't," said South
Portland City Manager Jerre
R Bryant. 'That incident
should not disqualify him."
Henderson was indicted in
1987 on burglary, rape and
assault charges and served 30
days in the Cumberland
County Jail.
The South Portland City
Council delayed voting on
Henderson's appointment in
December,after the city
received a complaint that the
conviction had not been
considered.

Reported by Eric Hannelill.s,
Rosalie MlI.lliglln, Andy Newman
and the Associated Press.

weird news
... When McDonald's
opened in Moscow, customers waited in line as long as
two hours for food.
McDonald's solved the
problem by raising its prices
85 percent. A Big Mac, fries
and Coca-Cola now cost 10
rubles - $18.19 - or one-fifth
of the average weekly salary.
The hike cut the number of
daily customers from 50,000
to 34,000. One of the 27
cashiers working the l00-foot
counter noted, '1t is easier
and quicker for us now."

... to read
Casco Bay Weekly.
JOE REDMAN, owner of Joseph's,
sells thousand dollar suits, hundred
dollar neckties and knows that not all
of Casco Bay Weekly's readers wear
blue jeans. How does he know that?
He's one of them.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER
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as advertising was concerned."
The company's new South Portland printing plant has left
the drought seeming even dryer. The decision to build the $43
million press surfaced during the flourishing mid-'80s, but by
the time the plant kicked out its first newspaper last April, the
economy was headed under. And the strain of the debt taken on
for the new press was felt throughout the Guy Gannett empire.
Usually tight-lipped about Guy Gannett's profitability,
Hooper told News Inc. that the papers operated at a loss for
1990, and that the time had come to take "Draconian measures"
to raise cash and cut costs:
A Minneapolis-area chain of weekly papers owned by the
company was put up for sale to reduce the debt and raise badly
needed cash.
The street prices of the Portland Press Herald and Evening
Express were raised from 35 cents to 50 cents, while the Maine
Sunday Telegram went from $1 to $1.25.
General Manager Steven Braver announced that 90 of the 600
positions at Guy Gannett would be eliminated.
The ad rates were jacked up at the Portland Press Herald.
And the Express, which cost one penny when it first rolled
off the presses in October of 1882, was killed. "Its life spanned
the best and worst of Portland's life," Bill Caldwell wrote in a
recent column. "It's performance was long and good and it's
masthead will be sorely missed."

Repackaging the Press Herald

tap out

WITHOUT THE EXPRESS
• Continued from front page

To live and die with the Evening Express

"It used to be if
someone sneezed
in Woodfords,
we'd hear it on
Exchange Street
and report it. "
Mickey Wlesenthal

Bill Caldwell, who joined Guy Gannett in 1965, remembers a
city newsroom blue with smoke. An editor barked orders across
the room at a dozen reporters who sat together at a table,
banging away at manual typewriters, bleary-eyed under naked
light bulbs. The Teletype machine clickety-clacked, the wheels
of chairs squeaked across wooden floors.
''We were out there using shoe leather to cover the beats,"
Caldwell recalls. When his beat was to cover the detectives at
the Portland Police Station, Caldwell found an empty desk in
the detectives' squad room and set up his typewriter there. "By
living in the room with them, they thought you were more or
less part of the furniture," Caldwell said.
In those days the stories were sometimes no smoother than
the whiskey stashed behind the toilet in the men's room, but
they were always thorough. Mickey Wiesenthal, who wrote for
the papers from 1960 to 1985, said, "It used to be if someone
sneezed in Woodfords, we'd hear it on Exchange Street and
report it."
Both Caldwell and Wiesen thai likened the newsroom to that
in "The Front Page," the classic film about a city newsroom in
the '20s. "There were real rough city editors who made you toe
the mark," said Wiesenthal. He also recalled a camaraderie
among reporters. '1f you had a source, what the hell, you
peddled it around. A reporter is like a detective - he's only as
good as his best stoolie."
But the days when Wiesenthal was peddling stoolies were
the days when the Evening Express peddled 35,000 papers each
afternoon. This month, the circulation of the Evening Express
dropped below 20,000 - after losing 1,000 readers a year for the
last decade.
Changing lifestyles claimed a lot of those readers. Fewer
homemakers have an hour in the afternoon to peruse the paper,
and fewer blue-collar workers punch out at 3 p.m. with time to
read the paper before dinner. Instead, newspapers are being
read between gulps of morning coffee, and what's missed over
breakfast is caught on TV that evening. And people spend even
less time reading daily newspapers than they do watching the
evening news - an average of less than 25 minutes, according to
industry research.
The change in reading habits is not peculiar to Portland.
Across the country, daily newspapers have been challenged by
the immediacy of stations like CNN and the in-depth reporting
provided by local and national newsweeklies. In 1982, evening
papers shut down in four major cities - Washington, D.C.,
Philadelphia, Cleveland and Buffalo. Last year, an evening
paper in Los Angeles died. Cities with II)Ore than one daily

newspaper are down to 21, from more than 200 only a decade
ago.
But lifestyle changes weren't all that killed the Express.
Marketing decisions also hastened the paper's demise.
Three years ago, in an attempt to sell more copies of the
Evening Express to downtown people on lunch breaks, the
Express rolled back the time it was printed from 2:30 p.m. to
10:30 a.m.
It was a decision made in the boardroom, not the newsroom.
Reporters who previously had until 1:30 p.m. to write stories
now had to tum them in by 9:30 a.m. John Lovell, who recently
left the Portland newspapers after 19 years as a reporter, called
the earlier deadline "as much a part of (the Express's) demise as
anything else."
Gone was the latitude the newsroom had on Nov. 22, 1963,
when then-Express City Editor Harry Foote held the presses
until 4:00 so that night's Express could report the assassination
of John F. Kennedy.
"The change to get the papers on the street by noontime
meant what was ostensibly an evening newspaper ceased to be
an evening newspaper," Lovell said. "The deadlines were
moved to a point where they foreclosed reporting on the day's
news ... News makers don't get to their offices until 8:30 or 9:00."
With less news in the paper, Portlanders found less reason to
buy it. The effort was costly and sales of the paper continued to
drop.
Meanwhile, advertiSing sales were dropping, too. Because
they depend on retail advertising, newspaper publishers are
usually among the first to feel the up and down cycles of the
economy.
In southern Maine, the down cycle began in 1989. Dennis
Raherty, publisher of the Journal-Tribune, an evening paper
based in Biddeford, said classified sales dropped 13 percent in
1990 from 1989. Campbell B. Niven, publisher of the Brunswickbased Times Record, said ad sales at his evening paper were
way down, forcing him to layoff workers and freeze wages
early last year. And at Guy Gannett's Portland papers, the
amount of advertising sold dropped 10 percent in 1989 and
another 17 percent in 1990.
The Guy Gannett papers suffered the worst because they
depended to a larger extent on classified advertising, and those
advertisers were the hardest hit by the recent economic recession: real estate brokers, car dealers and employers. The Maine
Sunday Telegram sold more than 70 pages of classified advertising on a good Sunday in 1988; there are only 21 pages of
classifieds in the Jan. 27 Telegram. That's 50 pages of revenue
Guy Gannett no longer receives.
''We have not reached bottom yet and we are not sure of
when that bottom will be reached," said John Hooper, Guy
Gannett's vice-president responsible for newspapers, in the
January issue of News Inc., a newspaper trade magazine.
Hooper added that he anticipated "a rather long drought as far

In the newsroom at today's Portland Press Herald, reporters
work under fluorescent lights in L-shaped cubicles, sipping
gourmet coffee and tapping away at word processors, the
sound they make absorbed by padded dividers, dropped
ceilings and wall-to-wall carpeting.
At 4:15 p.m. on weekdays, a dozen Guy Gannett editors
gather in a conference room adjacent to the newsroom to decide
what will appear in the next morning's Portland Press Herald.
They sit in padded chairs at a table with a linoleum surface.
There are three women and nine men, most of whom are in
their late 30s.
One of those men is Warren Watson, a newspaperman for
the '90s. Words like "shoe leather" and "stoolie" rarely pass
through his lips; in the Watson vernacular, the newspaper is a
"product" and the readers are the "market."
Watson said he came to the Portland operation of Guy
Gannett in 1988 to "improve the news product." He had
previously served as graphics editor for the St. Petersburg
(florida) Times, a paper renowned for its use of bright color
graphiCS. Watson launched the "Applause" and "Style" sections
in the Press Herald shortly after he arrived, and assisted with
the paper's redesign, which debuted last August. ''The future
was in the morning market," said Watson, of his lack of involvement with the Express, "and more attention needed to be
paid to the morning product."
Watson and others speak in tum to the man at the head of
the table. That man is Lou Ureneck,4O, executive editor of the
Portland Newspapers. Ureneck came on in 1974 as a reporter
after a short stint with the Providence Journal Bulletin. Ureneck
also served as assistant executive editor under John Murphy, as
managing editor for the three Portland newspapers and as
editor of the Maine Sunday Telegram. In his tenure as editor of
the Maine Sunday Telegram, Ureneck boosted circulation from
less than 120,000 to more than 130,000.
The afternoon meeting on Jan. 25 found the Gannett edi tors
considering stories about the Persian Gulf. Bob Dixon suggested
that stories about a crude oil spill in the Gulf and Iraqi missile
attacks on Israel both appear on the cover.
Ureneck asked Andrea Philbrick, the design editor, to
prepare a small map illustrating the location of the oil spill.
Sandy Shriver, another editor, had tacked up several photographs from wire services on a cork board. Ureneck and others
agreed that a black-and-white photograph of a row of tanks was
impressi ve but passed over it for a less impressive photograph
that was in color, which the paper is trying to use more often.
Dixon also suggested that Joanne Lannin's series on how the
town of Gray is affected by the war should be put on the cover.
The article was eight vignettes about Gray men who are serving
in the Gulf. Ureneck agreed the piece should start on the cover
and said a picture of Lannin should accompany the piece after it
jumped to an inside page. "Run a picture of Joanne and say
something warm and friendly about her," Ureneck said.
It was also agreed that a state and a local story would be put
on the cover.
"There's five strong story lines with an art package at the
front," Ureneck concluded.
It is Ureneck and his team of editors who are packaging a
new Press Herald for the post-Express years to come. Officially,
they use the word "merger" for what is happening to the two
papers, although even Ureneck uses the word "folding" when
discussing the matter.
The Press Herald will expand by two pages a day in order to
carry Express features. One of those two pages will include
syndicated features such as Erma Bombeck, Dear Abby and all
the Express comics. The other will be split: a half-page for local
coverage and a half-page for national stories from the wire
services.

Whittling down the local news that appeared in the Evening
Express to only a half-page will be tricky, Ureneck admitted.
Articles about council meetings and other local news will
simpl y have to be shorter, he said.
A couple of other new "products" debuted on Jan. 18. The
themes of the Wheels and Homes sections are the areas of
advertising that have dropped most dramatically at the paper.
Rather than being clumped in one section, real estate classifieds
go in the back of the Homes section and automobile classifieds
go in the back of the Wheels section. The sections are '1argely to
support advertising initiatives," said Ureneck.
But the new sections are walking a fine line between telling
readers what they need to know and telling advertisers what
they want to hear. On Jan. 25, a headline that read "Time To
Buy" was splashed across the cover of the second Homes
section - an editorial statement aimed more at advertisers than
readers.
And scheduled to debut in the Press Herald in April are
what are being billed as "Extra" sections, tabloid-sized inserts
that will provide community news for one of three suburban
zones surrounding Portland.
The Press Herald already publishes four different zoned
editions. Besides the paper geared for Portland, there are
Western Maine, York County and Coastal editions. With the
addition of the Extra sections, the Press Herald will attempt
zoning at a micro level. One will focus on South Portland, Cape
Elizabeth and Scarborough; another will focus on Falmouth,
Yarmouth and Freeport; and a third will focus on Westbrook,
Casco and Raymond.
One day each week, the tabloids will be inserted into the
local sections of papers delivered to subscribers and sold at
stores in those areas. Along with communi ty news, they will
also have advertisements from businesses in those communities.
But in order to launch these additions, the Press Herald must
sell more advertising. And "merging" the Express into the Press
Herald doesn't bring the Press Herald many advertisers. In fact,
95 percent of the businesses who ad vertised in the Evening
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"We have not
reached bottom
yet and we are
not sure of when
that bottom will
be reached.

1/

Guy Gannett
vice-president
John Hooper

• Continued on page 10

Composing room technklans paste-up the Evening Express

CBW{Tonet! HllTbert

The Guy Gannett empire
Guy Gannett Publishing
Co. was founded by the late
Guy P. Gannett of Augusta,
who in 1921 began buying
papers in Portland and
Waterville. In 1925, Gannett
purchased the Evening
Express from Frederick Dow.
Before he died in 1954,
Gannett had built a publishing and broadcasting empire
in Maine. He left that empire
to his daughter, Jean Gannett
Hawley, his son John, and his
granddaughter Madeleine
Corson. Hawley now chairs
the board and is publisher of
the Guy Gannett Publishing
Company.
The death of the Express
reduces the number of Maine
newspapers the company

owns to four: the Portland
Press Herald and Maine
Sunday Telegram in Portland
(known as The Portland
Newspapers); the Kennebec
Journal in Augusta; and the
Central Maine Morning
Sentinel in Waterville.
Television Channel 13 in
Portland belongs to Guy
Gannett, as well as TV
stations in Iowa, Illinois, and
Massachusetts. The company
also owns radio stations in
Miami and Orlando, Rorida,
and is trying to sell a chain of
weekly newspapers in the
Minneapolis area.
The Portland-based Guy
Gannett Co. is in no way
related to the larger Gannett
chain that owns USA/Today.
Andy New"uln
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WITHOUT THE EXPRESS
• Continum from front page
Express also advertised in the Press Herald. The advertisers in
the Express were sold on a package deal with which it was only
marginally more expensive for them to have their ad in both the
Press Herald and the Express than to have their ad in the Press
Herald alone.
Tony Payne, who owns Maine Media Inc., a Portland ad
agency, said many advertisers were drawn to the two newspa·
pers because they thought their message would reach more
people via the papers' combined circulation. But now the
morning paper will be able to deliver an advertiser's message to
fewer people, and only half as often. And, on Jan. 1, the company raised their advertising rates by 5 percent.
"I'm paying more for less," was the way Payne characterized
the increase.

Looks great, less filling
Ureneck stepped from the meeting where he planned the
next issue's first page and strolled through the Portland Press
Herald newsroom. AI Clendenning was at his word processor,
keying in final changes to a story for the next morning's paper.
Soon-to-be retired Guy Gannett diehard Frank Sleeper cradled a
phone receiver on his shoulder while scribbling notes. "When I
look around the newsroom, I find a tremendous amount of
pride in the caliber of people here," Ureneck said. '1n '91, '92
and '93, this is going to be one hell of a newspaper."
But it's not the first time Captain Lou has talked about the
rebirth of the Press Herald.
In 1987, Ureneck asked 14 area business and community
representatives to critique the Portland newspapers. After
getting an earful from the leaders - who included University of
Maine President Dale Lick, then-Portland City Councilor Pam
Plumb, Natural Resources Council of Maine Director Brownie
Carson and the Liberty Group' s David Cope . Ureneck stole
away for a thr~ay retreat with a committee of Guy Gannett
staffers.
The committee emerged from the retreat with what came to
be known as "Editorial Directions." The plan consisted of 63
individual recommendations that included hiring 20 additional
reporters and editors, strengthening the writing of existing
staffers, improving the look of the papers and adding sections.
The plan carried a price tag of $1 million per year, and was
approved by the board of d irectors of the Guy Gannett Publishing Company in September of 1987.
Ureneck said that he has implemented "nearly all" of the 63
recommendations. He points to the addition of several sections
and the redesign of t.h e paper as major successes. And to his
credit, Ureneck has built what he set out to build: a paper that
looks better and has more stuff.
But does it contain the right stuff for Portland?
Many who have left the papers don't think so.
"'Packaging' and 'format,'" groaned Dennis Bailey, who left
the Press Herald in 1990 after seven years, and is now press
secretary to U.S. Congressman Tom Andrews. "What about a
commitment to uncover what's really happening in news and
government, about peeling away layers of bullshit?
'1 wonder if Watergate would happen today?" asked Baily,
"since there's no good way to graphically illustrate it."
Over the course of his career at Guy Gannett, Bailey said he
watched the newsroom become more "white-collar" and
"bureaucratized." Now, Bailey said, "decisions that affect the
newsroom are being made by consultants and advertising
people and lawyers rather than an editor who has his finger on
the pulse of Portland."
Bailey and several other reporters criticized the formal way
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reporters now must pitch stories to editors under Editorial
Directions. Not only do the reporters have to write up proposals
for stories - complete with what would make snappy graphics
or photographs· but they sometimes wait weeks to hear
whether the stories have been approved by a committee of
editors, if they hear at all. "You used to be able to go to an
editor with a story and the editor would say, 'Yeah, Bailey, go
get it.'''
"It seemed strange to me to do such a selling job internally,"
said Tom Bradley. who left the Gannett papers in '89 after 13
years as a reporter. "It created a sense in the reporters that their
judgment wasn't trusted."
"As we've increased the standards, we've become more
bureaucratic," Ureneck said, adding that writing at the paper
had improved markedly over the past two years, becoming
"more vivid, with more concrete detail, better organized and
more graceful."
Other ex·staffers said when Ureneck paved the way for a
new era for the Press Herald, they were steamrolled.
Donna Halvorson, who was the Portland Press Herald's
court reporter from '81 to '89, left because she thought Editorial
Directions was misdirected. "The newspapers are devoted to
graphics more than content and are dull because they are based
on Ureneck's limited and often biased vision," said Halvorson.
Halvorsen's husband, Jon, worked in the Guy Gannett
newsroom for 11 years before he jumped ship. For seven years,
he was the editor of the Audience section of the Telegram. "1
have a lot of respect for most of the people who work there,"
Halvorsen said. "But it was a very authoritarian, demoralizing,
bizarre place to work. I spent 22 years as a reporter and editor
for the Associated Press, for three newspapers, and now a
college magaZine (in Minnesota). And I've never known an
editor or a supervisor who was as universally detested as
Ureneck."
But other reporters say it's smooth sailing under the command of Captain Lou.
'1 feel like I've fallen into a vat of chocolate," said Martha
Englart, who's covered the police beat for two years. '1've
worked at other papers that have been salt mines .. . I really,
really like my job and my colleagues and editors. They endorse
my good ideas and put me back on track when I have bad

ones."
"I feel like I've always been treated fairly," added Dieter
Bradbury, an Express reporter who is joining the Press Herald
staff. '1t's not the perfect place to work. But if you know of the
perfect place, tell me. I'll go."
"I'm not perfect," Ureneck said, "1 try to balance the needs
of individuals against the goals of the company and improving
the newspaper. As the newspaper makes a lot of changes,
sometimes I can balance those needs, sometimes I can't. But I do
the best I can."

Old times and new promises
"It's more like a loan office of a bank," said old hand
Caldwell. "Those newsrooms were like playing on real grass
with real mud, instead of artificial turf with pressed uniforms."
It's taken decades, but the blue smoke is gone from the Guy
Gannett newsroom. And the Evening Express is gone with it.
Now Guy Gannett promises to give this community more
than it has taken away. And Portlanders who demand good
journalism over pretty packages will hold them to their prom·
ise.

• Andy Newman, news editor of Casco Bay Weekly, was pedaling

tricycles when Mickey Wiesenthal was peddling stoolies.
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The history of cities is instructive, diverse, exceedingly
interesting - and exceedingly depressing. All cities endure
cycles of prosperity and decline; a significant number of cities
have failed to survive more than a handful of such cycles.
For instance, Carthage was a going concern until 146 B.C.,
when the Romans burned it down in what was then called the
Third Punic War and is now known as "urban renewal."
(Carthage means "new town" in Phoenician, which should give
you some idea of how long this kind of thing has been going
on.) Thereafter, Carthage was inhabited only by scorpions and
jackals.
On the other hand, Rome's infrequent periods of decline
never lasted more than a few years, mainly because it was (and
is) a very nice piece of real estate. Some of the Vandals and
various other Germanic hoodlums, the people who regularly
sacked Rome in the last days of the Roman Empire, liked the
city enough to stick around when the sacking was done. Rome
survived, even though the presence of Vandals downtown kept
some of the more timid Romans in the suburbs.
In the recent history of the U.S.A., the superabundance of
poor immigrants and people of color downtown is said to have
"driven" persons of affluence - and their businesses - into
suburbia. This phenomenon is called "white flight," and is
known to have precipitated the decline of many American
cities.
What seems to be driving most people out of downtown
Portland is the automobile. Zoom! They went thataway,
burning rubber and leaving a trail of noxious fumes. It's an
open secret: not all businesses left because there was nothing for
customers to buy or because they were bothered by panhandlers; more than one business left Portland because their
customers found parking downtown to be limited, inconvenient
and/or expensive. (The unbounded zeal of Portland's parking
enforcement officers is legendary. People who haven't been
downtown for a dog's age still regale their children with tales of
parking ticket atrocities.)
This is known as the First Law of Urban Commerce: "Wherever parking is free and abundant, there you will find prosperity - maybe." The incomparable and insuperable god of the
overbuilt modem world, the omnipotent and omnipresent
White-Walled Radial Tire, must be served. Downtown retail
will fully recover when half the existing structures in Portland
have been bulldozed and paved for parking - or, God forbid,
when Americans learn to do without their rolling palaces.
Fred Thompson, President of the Maine Broadcasting
Company, which operates television station WCSH, knows the
First Law of Urban Commerce by heart. "1 belong to an association called Uptown & Company," he said, "and it has always
been our contention that, as far as retail goes, the malls have
won the day. That's where the future of retail lies. What
downtown Portland needs is just people: normal, healthy
people."
(That is: "normal and healthy" as opposed to "homeless and
distressed." A few people - not necessarily Thompson or
Uptown & Company - seem to be suggesting that the forcible
removal of panhandlers and riff-raff from the streets will
revitalize the area. Most people believe that homelessness is a
product of economic distress, and not vice versa, though there
is clearly some disagreement about this.)
"If we can just convince people to come back downtown
we'll be okay," said Thompson. "There's a perception that the
downtown is just declining retail space and nothing else. If we
can just change people's perceptions so that they can see the
downtown as an up-and-coming arts and cultural center, that
would go a long way toward making people comfortable with
coming downtown . "
How do you do that?
'Well, for one thing, we could get the Children's Museum (of
Maine) to come downtown," he said. "The Children's Museum
draws people from all over the state. And if something more
could be done with the renovation of the State Theater (on
Congress Street), that would be a big help.
'The presence of YMCA and the YWCA helps by bringing
people into the area who ordinarily wouldn't be here," he said.
"If we can get something more going in the way of cultural
activities, maybe we can plant the idea in the heads of the
people who make it into the city that downtown is the place to
be.
'What we have in mind is something like Boston's Fanueil
Hall," he said, "where people are not scared to come down to
work, play and eat. Some of the buildings could still be used as
office space. We have nothing against that. But we see retail as
the last thing to come in, not the first."
And what should be the first step?
''The addition of the Children's Museum is real critical. If the
Children's Museum could be moved into the Chamber of
Commerce building right next to the Portland Museum of Art,
the synergy of that relationship - being close to the art museum,
the Portland School of Art, the Portland Stage Company and the
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Portland Performing Arts Center - would bring a lot more
people downtown."

Building blocks
The Children's Museum of Maine is located in suburban
Portland (746 Stevens Ave., to be precise) in a house that would
just barely accommodate a medium-sized family. Since space is
at a premium, Director Tony Mollika and his staff set up small,
temporary, hands-on educational exhibits, rather than permanent, static displays.
'We like to get the parents to become the children's interpreters and teachers here," he said. ''That's what helped me
when I was growing up. My parents stressed education, even
though they had never been to college themselves. They always
told me that education would provide options and opportunities as I grew up.
''When I was 16 years old, I never understood this," he said,
"but it turned out to be true. I went to college, got a couple of
degrees and did things that I never could have done without an
education." Like, say, becoming director of Portland's coolest
little museum - a cool little museum on the brink of becoming a
cool big museum.
The path is clear. The Chamber of Commerce building is for
sale; Mollika and company want to buy it. All they lack is
money.
To Mollika, the possibility of a move downtown presents
options and opportunities for all concerned . "Portland is in a
sort of a strange situation. It's urban, but it has a lot of inner-city
kids. By choosing to be downtown, the Children's Museum is in
a position to reach a lot more children.
'This would also provide an urban experience for the
busloads of kids who come to the Children's Museum every
year from places like Waterville and Bridgton," he said. "It's a
good experience, in the sense that every experience ... People
need urban experiences just like they need rural experiences."
In Mollika's view, the benefits of moving downtown are not
limited to education. "The Children's Museum would bring
whole families downtown, families with two or three kids,
grandmothers and grandfathers," he said. "It would be an
entirely different atmosphere. Wherever kids go, they bring a
whole different stream of life. They have incredible energy.
There's a noise factor there that's more exciting than just the
sound of cars and trucks going by. The city needs that kind of
activity.
"And the people we bring in spend money:' he said. "Not
just on hot dogs and sodas, either. People come here because
they choose to. They've dedicated a certain amount of time and
a certain amount of money for this trip. If they see something
they want while they're down here, so much the better. I've
even seen parents walk out of our little computer demonstrations and say 'Let's go buy a computer. ' That's where retail
comes in."
Mollika invests a certain amount of guarded faith in the
"cultural corridor" idea. '1 believe that the only way Portland
will come back is by becoming more of a cultural center," he
said . "Retail will never bring the area back by itself.
"But retail will follow. We get about 48,000 visitors a year
here," he said. 'We estimate that we'd see about 100 to 150,000
visitors if we moved down there - all of whom would need to
park, eat and shop. So it would be nice to be that close to the art
museum. And not just for us or for the art museum, but for the
Portland School of Art, the Portland Stage Company, the
YWCA and the YMCA. There are a lot of possible coadventures
there.
"But as far as planning all this out, I'm not sure," he said. "I
think that cities are more organic. You plant a seed and it just
grows. Ultimately, you have to plan around that growth. You
can' t grow around a plan."

Organic architects
Organic cities, like organic gardens, have their seasons of
dearth, growth and harvest. One way to determine what is
currently in season is to go out and see what is in bloom or
about to bud.
But (to take this metaphor and drive it into the good earth), it
is not always spring, and things do not always grow while you
watch. A better way to determine the city's season might be to
look around and see what's still healthy.
If you look carefully around town, you will see several dark
windows and empty stores. Clearly retail is out of season - for
now.
Here and there a light still shows. From the offices of
Portland's namesake cultural institutions - the Portland Symphony Orchestra, the Portland Museum of Art and the Portland
School of Art - a bright light spills out into the city. Even though
times are tough and money is scarce, great optimism seems to
reside in these institutions.
"Our audience hasn't shrunk," says Jack Riddle, chairman of
the PSO's board of trustees. 'We did as well in 1990 as we did
in 1989. 1 think it looks like we'll break even or better. Of course,
we're not going to branch out right now. We're not going on
any national tours. But we're not going under.
'We have an orchestra the size of cities three times as large
as Portland. We may well serve the smallest population of any
regional orchestra. That's because there's a lot of civic pride

A young art appreciator regards the"
here. The audience development process that comes from
working with this community and communities throughout
Maine has served us well."
Riddle's take on the "cultural corridor" concept is a mixture
of restraint and enthusiasm. "I like the logic of a cultural
magnet," he said. "But the downtown should acquire some
di versified use.
"I can't get on a soapbox on Congress Street and say, 'The
future of Portland is in the creation of a cultural corridor.'
However, I can get on a soapbox and say, 'It's the responSibility
of the cultural institutions of Portland to meet the needs of the
people of Maine.' Our mission is to playas much music as we
can as well as we can."
Roger Gilmore, president of the Portland School of Art,
views the "cultural corridor" in a similar vein. "Cultural
education serves in an important role, sure," he said, "but you
also need retail sales, food services, small businesses of all kinds
to make a dty."
Gilmore is well aware of the range of cultural and economic
benefits the PSA brings to the community. "We go by a formula
developed by the New England Foundation for the Arts) that
says our input is about two-and-a-half times our operating
budget," he said. ''More than half our operating budget is spent
on salaries, which goes out into the community in various ways.
Students spend a lot of their money on food and rent." (And
parking tickets.)
"There's a cultural impact, of course," he said. "There's a lot
of interesting stuff going on at this school. Then there's the art
produced here by the faculty and students. We have an impact
on Portland through what we do visually."
Sarah Cecil, director of public relations at the Portland
Museum of Art, feels that the museum will continue to have a
very substantial visual impact. '1 think we're doing pretty
well," she said. 'We have an average attendance of 90,000. Last
year, we had an attendance of around 150,000. About 43,000
people came to see the Andrew Wyeth show alone.
"But everybody's edgy about the economy these days. We've
had to pull back a bit and say, 'Let's be a little more conservative.' But otherwise, I think we're in fine fiddle. We have no
intentions of hacking away at any programs or exhibits."
Cecil looks forward to having the Children's Museum as a
neighbor. "The more the merrier," she said. 'That was the
attitude of the people in New York that built the 'museum
mile.' It might bring more people into the area.
"I've been talking to someone who puts together tour books
for the Japanese," she said. 'They don't even go to New
Hampshire. He said that Portland is on their itinerary because
Portland has a museum of art that features international
exhibitions, as well as a symphony orchestra and many other
things that people come from a long way to see.
"I think people in Portland would find that to be pretty
significant."

Museum of Art.
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The funky foundation
The office of Bau Graves, Art Director of Portland Performing Arts, Inc., is lost somewhere in the Rubie's Cube of the
Portland Performing Arts Center, which is home to the Portland
Stage Company, Ram Island Dance and other arts ventures.
Though he does not in any way direct what goes on in the
PPAC, he does have a pretty good overview of the PPAC/ city
arts scene and is aware of the existenCe of a "cultural corridor"
in a way that most of the people using the phrase are not.
'The Portland Performing Arts Center is one of those
cultural institutions," he said. '1t happens to be located in the
same part of town, just a short walk from Congress Street. This
was not by design, but, now that we're here, there's almost
enough critical mass to call it a cultural center."
Graves believes in the cultural corridor model, but has some
doubt about seeing any great strides in that direction soon. "It's
a good idea, but really engaging the whole city is another
matter," he said. "And even in the best of times, running a
cultural institution on public funds is a tricky business.
"Now the Children's Museum is starting to raise money to
buy the Chamber of Commerce building, the PSO people are
trying to raise $3 million to renovate City Hall Auditorium, and
the PMA and the PSA are all trying to raise operating money.
All this is over and above what these institutions have to do
every year just to stay in business."
This is true. But they do stay in business and, barring another
Great DepreSSion, they'll probably make their operating
budgets - and achieve those other goals as well. In the absence
of a strong retail or manufacturing district, they may even form
the nucleus of a new Portland. Because, as almost everybody
knows, Portland is blessed with a vigorous arts community.
The proof of this can be seen in the success of eclectic,
multicultural ventures like Big Sounds From All Over, Graves'
brainchild and prindple source of income. Big Sounds is the
area's most obscure and enlightening musical "museum." On
the surface, it doesn't look like the kind of venture that would
stay afloat year in and year out, certainly not in "stodgy old
Maine."
Why does this work so well?
"It gives people an opportunity to see and hear art from
other cultures," he said. "People need that. Those other cultures
may be familiar to some people or they may be exotic. But just
having contact with those other cultures is important. It helps
us to appreciate our own culture. And we should appreciate our
own culture.
"Besides, it's fun."

• W.D. Cutlip bel~s that Portland nuds mort:
cultural institutions like the Maine Mariners.

"This was not by
design,
but, now... there's
almost enough
critical mass
to call it a cultural
center."
Bau Graves
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A once-great voice, now silent
When the last copy of the Evening Express rolls off the
presses, Portland will suffer the loss of a once-great and still
useful institution.
For the last decade, the powers that be at Guy Gannett
have been tinkering with the Express' morning sibling, the
Portland Press Herald. After opening bureaus as far away as
Sanford and Rockland, they imagined that the Press Herald
would be a regional paper. During the boom years of the late
'80s there was even talk of going statewide. More recently,
they announced the closing of some bureaus and the addition of new sections. At present, they publish a schizophrenic
hybrid, more concerned with color photographs than with
solid local reporting.
At the same time, these well-intentioned but misdirected
technocrats did us all a great favor by simply ignoring the
Evening Express. Though merely a remnant of the great
institution it once was, the Express nonetheless remained
more attentive to the needs of its readers than the careers of
its editors. By reporting the news that wasn't flashy enough
for the Press Herald - the local election roundups, the town
hall news, the school reports - the Express stayed in touch
with the community.
But while Guy Gannett's news executives abandoned the
Express, its business executives did not. First, they severed
its independence by discouraging small businesses from

advertising in the Express unless they also advertised in the
Press Herald. Then they decimated its ability to report breaking
local news by moving its deadline to the early morning. And at
the eleventh hour, still willing to pile insult on top of injury,
Guy Gannett made the sexist decision
to employ a squadron of able-bodied
young women in pink T-shirts to
hawk the paper during the summer months.
And so - unable to serve local advertisers and unable to
report much more than the sunrise to local readers - even the
faithful Express became a newspaper that no one needed.
Now the voices of Guy Gannet promise that the Press Herald will take up the local news the Express once delivered.
Though their record of achievement is not good, we support
this intention, and we urge the editors of the new Press Herald
to take this pledge to heart.
Because even though the Press Herald is our competition,
we believe that the readers of both the Press Herald and Casco
Bay Weekly are better served by a strong Press Herald. The
better the competition between our papers, the better we both
will be. Greater Portland is an intricate and diverse community
that demands the voices of independent, competing local
newspapers - not unlike the Express and the Herald were, at
long time ago.
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He..- the White House, Washington, D.C., Jan. 26, 1991.
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Entertainment

Submissions for
Entertainment Weekly
must be received In
writing on the Thursday
prior to publication. Send
Calendar and LIstings Info
to: Ellen L1burt, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more
ways to be Informed, get Involved and stay amused.

• You there,Jazz
afficianado! It's time to do
yourself a favor. Get into
your Geo, go down to the
Cafe No (20 Danforth St.,
Portland) and take in the
Morris Acevedo Trio.
Morris himself is one of the
true guitar powerhouses on
the East Coast, a nuclear
reactor with fingers. The
first set starts at 9 p.m. and
tickets are $5 at the door.
For more information, call
772-8114. Ciao.

With whom shall these
wizard s be enraptured?
See Wednesday, Feb. 6.

mysteries behind the forces
of magnets, explore the
secrets of bubbles and find
out what makes your
parents really squeamish.
Class runs from 9 to 11 a.m.,
and admission is $10 per
class. (See For Kids listings
for further dates and
classes.) For more information, call 775-7362.
• The first annual Winter
Family Festival will be
unfolding in area parks and
schools from 9 a.m. this
morning through 5:30 p.m.
tomorrow afternoon. There
will be refreshments,
entertainment, games and
prizes for various wintry
competitions, including a
Runaway Fitness Weekend
at Holiday Inn by the Bay,
Overnight & Breakfast for
Two at the Sonesta Hotel
and a One Night Stay in the
Bridal Suite, Days Inn,
Portland. (The family will
love that.) For further
details on events and times,
consult the WFF Schedule
of Events in the listings
section, or call the Portland
Chamber of Commerce at
m-2811.

• Boy of the blues: John
Hammond's father was a
big-time Chicago record
producer. This meant that,
as John grew up, he got to
sit at the feet of some of the
greatest blues players this
country has produced. This
affected his posture - can't
grow up sitting down and
have good posture, now can
we? - and his musicianshipcan't hang out with the
greats and not be great
yourself one day, right?
Hear that greatness tonight
at 8:30 p.m., Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center,
Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Admission: $5
public, $2 with Bowdoin 10.
For more information, call
725-3201.

• Hot Club in the hot tub of
the hub of Maine hubbub:
They don't call it "Bath" for
nothing! Mr. Clean himself,
Frank Vignola and his
trusty band, the Hot
Club, bring their
pleasingly
peculiar mix
of acoustic
guitar,
piano,
horns and
percussion, to
the Chocolate Church (804
Washington St., Bath)
tonight at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$10, $8 for seniors and
children. For more information, call 442-8455.
• Hey, kids! Do something
you've been wanting to do
for a long
time, to wit:
dissect a
shark. It's the
Star Science
Center's
Saturday
Morning
Science Series
for Kids ages
5 to 12.
Discover the

• We're having a heat
wave: The USM Summer
Concert Band, an eclectic
group of extremely impatient people, present a
benefit performance of
concert overtures, suites,
Broadway show tunes and
marches to support the
Southern Maine Music
Academy today at 3 p.m. on
the USM Gorham campus
lawn. If the temperature is
below 80 degrees, the event
will be held in Corthell
Concert Hall. Hot dogs,
popcorn and lemonade will
be served either way. (B.y.o
sunscreen.) Proceeds will go
to scholarships for high
school-aged students to
attend this summer music
program. Regular admission is $10, but, if you have
a screw loose or if you
happen to be a particularly
warm person, admission is

,
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With Entrees Starting
Under $10 You Can
Afford To Dine
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great music
great grub
great wine

01131: Boston's llottest
Jazz Guitarist

• Those far away places,
with the strange sounding

at loss and hope

Feb. 7 - Mar. 3

797-3338

02/5: Linda Hollander
interpreting works
ofGertrwle Stein·$3
20 danrorlh 81•• 772-8114

Myrtle St., Portland). Poorbut-dishonest Figaro
contends with the wicked,
nasty Count of Almaviva
for the hand of the lovely
Susanna. Who will win? If
you don't speak Italian,
you:1l still find out, as the
NYCONC provides
"supertitles" in English.
Tickets are $30. For more
information, call 772-8630.
• Kinderkonzertgoers: A
woodwind ensemble from
der Portland Zymphony
/

(The Starlight Foundation is
an organization that grants
wishes to terminally ill
children.) The event will be
held on Feb. 9 at the
Sheraton Tara Hotel in S.
Portland with music
provided by A.K.A. D.J:s,
featuring Cougar. Formal
dress is requested. Tickets
are $25 per person. Ticket
inquiries: call 774-6126.
• What's that on the wall, a
water stain or just art? Find
out the correct way to
answer this and other
di tzy / ignorant questions by
attending "Looking at
Pictures," a gallery talk with
Juris K. Ubans, professor of
art at USM and director of
the USM/Gorham art
gallery, today at 1 p.m. in
the Walker Art Building,
Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. (See the Art/
Other listings for further
gallery talks and dates.) For
more information, call 725-

3000.

names: Bill Dill, director of
the USM office of Global
Enterprise, will give an
informal luncheon slidecommentary on his recent
trips to Sri Lanka, today at
noon in Room C of USM's
Portland Campus Center.
This event is free and open
to the public, as well as just
being pretty interesting. For
more information, call 7804200.

• Zuperoperazingers: It
happens all too seldom in
the Portland area and it's
happening tonight. The
Portland Concert Association presents Mozart's 'The
Marriage of Figaro" by the
New York City Opera
National Company this
evening at 7:30 p.m. in the
City Hall Auditorium (30

Orchestra will perform
"Follow the Leader, "a
Kinderkonzert for children
ages 3 to 7 at 9:30, 10:30 and
11:30 a.m. in the Knights of
Columbus Hall (Columbus
Drive, Brunswick). Tickets
are $2. For reservation
information, call Judith
Elser at 83~19. Be a good
little kiddling, ja?

• Valentines Day is just
around the comer, but the
time to celebrate - the time
to show the world some real
love - is now. Today is the
last day to reserve tickets
for "If Wishes Came True,"
a formal ball sponsored by
~over College to benefit
the Starlight Foundation.

• Want to be regally
entertained and do tremendous good for a good
cause? Attend the Maine
premier of the Whit
Stillman movie "Metropolitan," a special Portland
School of Art fund-raising
benefit plus Jamie Wyeth
print raffle, this evening
from 6 to 10 p.m. at
Horsefeathers Restaurant
(193 Middle St.) and Nickelodeon Onema (comer of
Temple and Middle streets),
Portland. Tickets for this
top-drawer event are $50.
For further information, call
775-3052.
• Bluesfolk: See what
you've been hearing at an
opening reception for 'The
Devil's Music: Portraits of
the Blues," an exhibition of
photographs by Myron
Samuels in the Area Gallery, USM's Portland
Campus Center, this
afternoon from 5 to 7 p.m.
Myron Samuels, D.J. par
excellence on WMPG's
"Finger Lickin' Good
Blues," compiled this

ALL
CALENDARS
25% OFF

RAFFLES
C A F·E
BOOKSTORE

Jimmy Lyden (bass)
Steve Grover (drums)
02/3: Jazz Jam
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Open Every Night But
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$5 with appropriate summer attire. Shorts, Aloha
shirts, or bikini bathing
suits, that sort of thing.
Goose flesh, certainly. For
more information, call 7805256.

BOOKS
Used &
Out-or-Print
Books
We buy books, too.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
WED . & THURS. UNTIL 7PM
SUNDAYS 12·5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930

Tue to Fri 12:30·5,
Sat 11:30-4
81 Ocean St.
South Portland

799-SAVE

We\cometo
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new advertisers
help support us in our
endeavor to provide you
with an alternative to the
daily news.
• Terrance Edwards.
Peak,llIand
• Phoenix Studio,
Portland
• Nile RIver Impom,
Old Port, Portland
• Phoenix Group, Klltery
• No Smidl Oc:c:ulon,
Portland
• Phlsh, at the Mu,k
Hidl, Pommouth, N.H.

collection of black and
white photographs of
American blues players
over a IS-year period. This
event is free and open to the
public. (See Art/ Around
Town listings for gallery
hours and running dates.)
For more infonnation, call
780-4090.
• So, you wanna be a poet?
The first thing you gotta do
is stop using expressions
like "so you wanna be a
poet." The second thing you
should do is attend "Poetry
with Betsy Sholl," an
ongoing workshop sponsored by the Maine Writers
« Publishers Alliance. Sholl
teaches poetry at USM and
is the author of "Pick A
Card," winner of the 1991
Maine Arts Commission
Poetry Chapbook Competition. Sholl will critique your
work and help you develop
new material. Gasses will
be held Thursdays from 7 to
9 p.m. through March 28 at
the Woodford's Congregational Church (202
Wood fords St., Portland.)
Cost is $80 for members,
$100 for others. Pre-registration is required. Send
payment in full to MWP A,
19 Mason St., Brunswick.
For more information or to
reserve a space, call 7296333.
• Bored? Listless? Disenchanted? Shake up your
little world tonight. The
Mad Horse Theatre Company announces the opening of "Reckless," a comic
fantasy montage of smug
little suburban children
snug in their beds on
Christmas Eve and their
mother's subsequent
experiences with hit men,
television game show hosts,
therapists, quadriplegics,
terrorists - and a partridge
in a pear tree, presumably.
"Reckless" runs through
March 3. (See Stage listings
for further performances
and times.) Tickets are $12
to $15. The Mad Horse
Theatre is located at 955
Forest Ave., Portland. For
more information, call 7973338.

• High-toned stuff: The
Portland String Quartet,
that small but mighty
ensemble of artist/wizards,
will be joined in rapture this
evening at 8 p.m. by Rita
Noel, guest violist and
mezzo-soprano, at the
Immanuel Baptist Church,
156 High St., Portland.
Tonight's program will
include Quartet in F Major
by Beethoven, Mozart's
Quintet in G minor, K.516,
as well as three works for
mezzo-soprano and string
quartet. General admission
is $12, $6 for those under 12
and over 65. There will be a
reception following the
concert in the church parlor
catered by the Westside
Restaurant. For more
information, call 761-1522.
• The fourth annual Mad
Hatter's Tea Party family
arts festival begins today at
noon. The festival, which
runs through Feb. 10, will
be held at Portland's
Ramada Inn & Conference
Center. Entertainment will
include traditional Celtic
music, street musicians, the
Heritage Chamber Ensemble, organist Leighton
Holt, the Red Light Review
Road House Band, and

Valentine's Day
Deliveries by:
• Cupid

•
•
•
•

Puffed Heart
Candy Kiss
Valentine Gorilla
Tuxedo

'discounllor orders placed by 2/9.

no s all occasion
Portland, Me
878-2002 or
fax 797-0444

• The Sanipass family,
Micmac storytellers and
basketmakers of Aroostook
county present "Micmac
Tales and Traditions" today
from 10 a.rn. to 1 p.rn. in
the Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum, Hubbard Hall,
Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. This event is
presented in conjunction
with the exhibit "Our Lives
in Our Hands," on display
in the Peary-MacMillan
Arctic Museum through
April 15. For more information, call 725-3201.

Cheap thrill: deep blue
The sound of the blues Is the sound of people
feeling good. Find this out for yourself at the
Southern Maine Blues Soclety BenefIt Concert. Feb.
1,9 p.m. at Raoul's. Hear two Incredible bands, The
Blue Flames and The Blue Roots, take the genre
back to Its burning blue roots.
You will have the thrill of knowing yoU helped to
preserve one of the area's finest musical organizations, plus the added thrill of having your spine
straightened and your soul stretched and your mind
blown. Whew! It's almost too much. You will also
have the added thrill of seeing two bands for S4 - a
thrill that's so rare these days as to be unheard of.
All this and more will be waiting for you at Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
Don't forget to wear them blue suede shoes and
gunmetal-blue shades. For more Infonnatlon, call
775-2494.

,.
• balloon bouquets;
• flowers & balloons ;"
• candy & flqwers "..".
• bears &
."
<
balloons

storyteller Tim Sample and a Tattoo Art Show. The
centerpiece of this year's
festival will be an art
show/competition. Cash
scholarships will be
awarded to full-time
student artists and trophy
awards for non-students.
All interested artists are
invited to exhibit their
talents in the disciplines of
their choice - within reason.
(Pick-up artists will not be
eligible, nor will con artists
or make-out artists.) There
is no entry fee and entry
forms may be obtained by
calling 934-2867 or 9344090. For more information,
call 934-4090.
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Buy your Swe':li;l>.tHt,rt ~
something iii:E~Lc....,. nice
c!} from -;:'
l?> C;I
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aDUque •. collectable., prlnta. rramlng

WHAT'S
WHERE

You still haven't tried

Black Tie ...
What are you waiting for7

Nickelodeon

DaiV Entrees & Soup Specials

Temple and Midcle streets,
Porlland.
772·975t
First, third and fourth shows only
Mon-Fri
All shows Sat-Sun

M.,!!t"tg'mpem:ll •

10 am-6: 30pm morrfri • 870 Broadway' S.

Run (R)
1 :45,4:30,7:40,10 (from Feb. 1)
o.nc:ee WIth Wotvee (PG 13)
12:45,4:15,7:45

arlft.... (R)

STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ.
Attorney at Law

•

General Practice of Law including:
• criminal defence
• personal amJ small business bankrupcy and reorganil.ation
• personal injury

No Charge/or
initial consultation

Evenillg & weekend
appointments available

12:30, 3:30, 7:30, 9:35
Alice (PG 13)
1,3:40,7,9:40
Not WIthout
My Daughter (PG)
1:15,3:50,7:40, 10
Mlsery(R)
1 :45,4:30, 7:tO, 9:25
(through Jan. 31)
AwakenIng. (PG)
1 :30, 4, 7:20, 9:50
Sneak preview Feb. 2:

7 :10

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, South PorIIand
774-1022

LIon....rt (Rl

BILLIE

1,3:15,5:30,7:45,10
(through Jan. 31)
Flight of the Intruder (PG)
1 :30, 4:15,7,9:30 (through Jan. 31)
n C.d (PG 13)
t :30, 4, 7, 9:30 (from Feb. 1)
Once Around (R)
1 :30,4, 7, 9:30 (from Feb. 1)
H8InIet (PG)
1 :15, 4:05, 7, 9:50
WItHe Fang (PG)
12:45,3, 5:20,7:40, 10

Portland Stage Company presents

Lady Day At Emerson's Bar & Grill
by Lanie Robertson

A musical portrait of the legendary sillger Billie Holiday

a ....

Qodfmhar III (R)
1,4:15, 7 :45
Kindergarten Cop (PG)
1 :30,4, 7, 9:30
Home Alone (PG)
12:45,3,5:20, 7 :40, 10

Tuesdays·Sundays

Extended through February 24
For tickets call: 774·0465
PORT LAND
**~TAGE**

Cb-I0.fANY_

25A Forest Avenue
Co.Sponsored bv Central Maine Power & Shop 'n Save Suoormarkets

The Movies
10 Exchange St, POrlland
772·9600
The Unbelievable Truth
Jan. 3Q.Feb. 3
Wed-Sat 7, 9
Sat-Sun Mat 1
WItHe Hunter, Black Heart
Feb. 2·5
Sat-Sun Mat 3
SUn-Too 7, 9 :15

Dreams

STORY
SALAD
Saturday, February 2, 1:30 p.m.
Portland City Hall Auditorium
Story Salad, .. your
favorite children's
stories set to music .. ,
"reach Us, Amelia
Bedlia," "When We
WeTe Very Young,'
"Are You My
Mother?" and more.

Feb. 6·10
Wed-Fri 7, 9: 15
Sat·SUn 1,7

1be Evening Star
Tontine Mall
Brunswick

729-5486

0 . _ WIth Wotv_ (PG)
SUn-Thu 7 only
Fri-Sat 6,9:30
Sat-Sun Mat 2

Portland
Museum of Art

• •IGBjtiltLIl'rc~~.~

Saven Congress Square
POrlland

$8 Adults, $Children
772-8630
Portland Conl'('rt

As,ociationo 262

CUlIlb,'rland Ave. Portland,l\lE 0410I

Alice Mia Farrow plays an upper rnid<teclass Manhattan housewife whose dull
little world Is turned around after she
rMelS the inscrutable Dr. Yang (played
by the late Kaye lulie).
Aw.kenlng. A man (Robert De Niro)
awakes from a 3O-year coma and his
doctor (Robin Williams) helps him rMet
this brave new wor1d.
Dance. WIth WoI_ Kevin Costners
epic revives the Western from a Native
American perspec1iYe. Beautifully filmed,
with astirring narrative, even ilthe issues
are somewhat oversimplified. With
Costner and a strong supporting cast.
ONama As is often the case with movie
blurbs, it's hard to tell what, if anything,
this movie may be about. Directed by
Aklra Kurosawa.
flight oUhe Intruder That old war horse
John Milius ('Conan; "Red Dawn·) got
plenty of Pentagon assistance for this ill·
timed and jingoistic Vietnam war movie.
U.S. Navy pilots stage a vigilante raid on
Hanoi and we're supposed to cheer
them on. With Wiltem Daloe and Danny
Glover, who should have known better.
Th. Godfather, Part III A tired sequel to
thegreatGodlalher nicks, with Al Pacino
as a soul-dead don, Andy Garcia as the
illegitimate heir to the Mafia mantle and
an astonishingly bad Sofia Coppola (the
director's daughter) as Michael's
daughter.
Gr..., Card A Frenchman marries an
American expressly for the purpose of
obtaining a 'green card" from irTVTligra-

TM Silence of
the Lambe (R)

50 Exl.l IA;\'CF. STREET PORTIAI'\D MAINE 775·0028

HOLIDAY

SILVER
SCREEN

775-6148
IkIru

Feb. 7
7:00

The Grttt...

Once Around Romantic comedy starring
Holly Hunter and Richard Dreyfus. An
obnoxious "older man' has difficulty mix·
ing with his fiancee's parents, who are
also somewhat younger than he is.
Run From thelitle we'Ve heard so far, this
appeSlS to be yet another teens-<)n·the·
Ioose,evi-inherent·in·ttle-Estabtishment
movie. If there's more to the plot than
that, we'll eat the difference.
Th. Unbelievable Truth A Long Island
garage owner hires a shadowy hitch·
hiker, and his 17·year·o/d daughter de·
velops a manmoth crush on him. With
Adrienne Shelly. Robert Burke and
Christopher Coolie.
White F.ng A boy befriends a part·wolf,
part-dog, critter. Unsubtly boring.
White Hunter, Black He.rt A Holly·
wood director on location in Africa to
shoot a film spends most 01 his time
hunting elephants. Directed by and
starring Clint Eastwood, with Jell Fahey,
George Dzundza and Alln Armstrong.
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You don't have to
be the highest bidder
Jane Bergeron, Skip Emerson (In the rug) and Christopher
Flockton In a Kene from Ira Levin's uDellthtrllp.u

Vintage murder

STAGE

"Deathtrap" Vintage Repertory Company
pre5en1S Ira Levin's mystery on Feb 1·2
and 8-9. The company will present 'Wait
Until Dar1l,' the classic thrilierby Frederick
Knott, on Feb 22·23, and March 1·2 and
8-9. The performances include cocktails,
dinner and show at The PorUand Club,
156 State St, Portland. The cost is S28.50
per person. For reservations, call 773·
7113 or 773·7857.
"'rm. Vep," a two·actor, multio(;haracter
mystery spoof, WIll be presented by The
Theater Project from Jan 31·Feb 10.
TicllelS are $10, $8 for seniors and stu·
dents. On Thursdays at 8 pm, and
Sundays at 2 pm. Tickets are two for
$15. The theater Is located at 14 School
St, Brunswick. For more Infonnation, call
729-8584.
"Lady De, m Emerson'. Bar .. Q,III"
by Lanie Robertson Portland Stage
Company presenlS a play about Billie
Holiday through Feb 17 at Portland
Per10rming Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave,
PorUand. Per10rmances are Tue-Thu at
7:30 pm; Friat8; Satat5and9;and Sun
at 2. For ticket information, call 774·
0465.
MI ..../Mov.m.nt The.ter CI•••••
Portland.based mime/actor John
Saccone will leach a to·week course
for adullS, starting Jan 24 from 7:15-9
pm, at the Center for Performance
Studies, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. For
more information, call 774·2776.
"Nu. ._ , · acomedy, will be performed
by \he Portland Players on Feb 7, at 8
pm, in a benefit for the Starlight Foun·
dation 01 Maine. which grants wishes to
children who are critically, chronically
and terminally ill Tockets are $14.50 per
person. The playwiM be performed at the
Thaxter Theatre, 420 Cottage Rd, South
Portland. For ticket information, call Lois

three smaI~time criminals in Califomia.
Anjelica Houston is oulStanding as a
hardened mob cookie, John Cusack
plays her con·artist son and Annette
Bening blisters the screen as a dangerous, made·for·sin child/woman .
Adapted from the Jim Thompson novel
bywriter Donald E. WesUaka and director
Stephen Fre31S ('Dangerous Liaisons·).
Nasty business here, butone 01 the best
movies of the year.
Hamlet Mel Gibson is not a great Dane,
but acquits himself honorably In the role
of Shallespeare's tragic prince. Directed
by Franco Zeffirelli (wIIo also gave us
Liz Taylor's "Taming of the Shrew· and
a torrid 'Romeo and Julierj, this production is notable lor its major 1rimming
at 858-0042.
01 the original text, its colorful medeval
setting and its terrific supporting cast • "Reckl_" Mad Horse Theatre Co~
pany announces the opening 01 Reck·
particularty Alan Bates as Claudius, Ian
less, a
fantasy. -Reckless· Is a
Holm as Polonius, Paul Scofield as the
modern Alice in Wonderland, a hilarious
Ghost and a shimmering Helena
send-up of the chaos of modem life, in
Bonham-Carter ('Roomwith a VI9w") as
which we all struggle to find hope and
Ophelia. Also starring Glenn Close as
balance. Feb 7·March 3, Thursday, Fri·
Hamlet's mystified mom.
day & Saturday at 8 pm, Sl!nday at7 pm.
Ho.... Alone The sleeper hit 01 the sea·
TickalS are $12·$15. Mad Horse The·
son, full of cartoon violence against a
atre, 955 Forest Ave, Portland. 797·
Christmas backdrop. Oh, go ahead, and
3338.
bring the klds. WithJoe Pesei and Daniel
Scandinavian Couplea Dancing Soft·
Stern.
soled, non·street shoes only. Singles
IkiN Story of a man's despair in the lace
are welcome. Feb 1, Irom 7 :30·10 pm
of death, told with flashbacks and poetic
(beginner's session 7:30· 8 pm). Main
imagery. Directed by Akira Kurasawa.
Lounge. Moulton Union, Bowdoin Col·
Kindergarten
Cop
Arnold
lege, Brunswick. For more information,
Schwarzenegger Is a cop who goes
call 725·5379 or 833·5475.
undercover as a kindergarten teacher·
"Woyzeck" George Buechners 1837 play,
for about 20 minutes. Beware 01 any film
based on an actual murder case in which
that is released still bearing its initial
the defendant pleaded guilty by reason
concept tag.
of insanity. Considered by many to be
LJanheartJohn·Claude Van Damme kick·
the first modern dralTl't. With original
boxes his way to glory. Get 'ern, J.C...
music by Charlie Brown. Performances
Mia." Paul Sheldon (James Caanl is a
are at 7:30 pm, Jan 31 · Feb 2, at \he
writer of romance novels who has a little
Wherehouse, 29 Forest Ave, Pordand.
accident in the Colorado wilderness and
TicllelS are $6 Wednesday, $8 all other
is Imprisoned by one 01 his fans (Kathy
performances. For more information, call
Bat'3S) while in a helpless state. Directed
772·9640 after 6 pm.
by Rob Reiner.
Not WIthout My Daughter Not the antiMoslem propaganda you might expect
these days, but rather an authentic and
very human adventure story. Sally Field
plays an American woman who finds Portl.nd Stage Co. is looking for a c0herself and her 5-year·old daughter
medic male actor In his 20s for
prisoners in Tehran in the midcIe of the
'Mirandolina' by Carfo Goldini. Re·
Iran·lraq war. With the great Allred
hearses Feb 7·March 7, runs March 7·
Molina rprick Up YOlK Ears') and Sheila
24. For Information and to set up an
Rosenthal as the daughter.
audition, please call 774-1043.

come

AUDITIONS

• "Death Trap," by Ira Levin. Directed by Melissa J.
Wentworth, wIth Christopher Flockton, Jane Bergeron,
Skip Emenon, Nancy Davis and Alan Jasper.
Dinner theater at the Portland Oub, 156 State St.,
Portland. Feb. 1,2. 8.9.
Dinner and show are S28.5O per penon. For reservations,
call the Vintage Repertory Co. at 773·7113.
There's an old theater maxim that if you see a gun on stage in
the first act, it will be used by the third. At the opening of the
Vintage Repertory Company's production of "Death Trap," we see
several guns, a battle ax, knives, swords and implements of torture
- and almost all of them are brought into play before the night is
over,
That should give you some idea of the multiple contrivances
of Ira Levin's stage play, basically a clever little comedy full of
twists and turns, plenty of laughs and the occasional grisly
murder. I'll try not to give away any of the sutprises in the plot,
and there are more than a few, but suffice it to say that the action
in "Death Trap" centers around a certain script which mirrors
everything taking place on stage.
Failing mystery playwright Sydney Bruhl (Christopher
Rockton) sees that script as his ticket back to Broad way and he's
willing to commit murder most foul to have it. His ditsy wife (Jane
Bergeron) has been supporting him through his lean years, and
while she's willing to lie for her husband, the act of murder sends
heT oveT the edge. The apparent victim of the Bruhls' machinations
is a talented young writer named Gifford (Skip Emerson), who
has come up with just the kind of thriller Sydney can't write
anymore, a sure-fire hit. '1f that's not a motive for murder, what
is?" asks Sydney.
Adding to this deadly
mix is a visiting psychic
(Nancy Davis). Wearing a blue
jumpsuit, Davis looks like a
munchkin and speaks with an
overly thick Dutch accent. But this munchkin packs a punch - she
really can foretell the future, even if it doesn't tum out exactly the
way the audience guesses it will. In fact, nothing in "Death Trap"
turns out that way: it's a play crafted to amuse and confuse. In
short, ideal dinner theater - clever lines and intricate plot twists to
accompany the digestion but not tax the mind,
As Sydney, Christopher Rockton dominates the play, getting
off the best lines ("Nothing recedes like succes~") and engineering
the deadly plotting. Rockton appears to have studied intensely
Michael Caine's portrayal of the role in the 1982 film version of
"Death Trap" - I caught several Caine mannerisms throughout, and
I wondered why this Connecticut writer had to have a British
accent. But I won't quibble - his timing is good and he carries the
part with real authority. Jane BeTgeron really is British, so her
accent seemed more natural. She plays Sydney's wife Myra for
broad laughs, guzzling gin straight from the bottle or repeatedly
tipping over an ice bucket, but she retains a vulnerable appeal.
Skip Emerson (Clifford) seemed a little unsure of his lines,
particularly in the second act. Nevertheless, he's convincing in the
part of an eager young playwright and particularly good when the
action gets violent, Nancy Davis is a real standout as the Dutch
psychic; she' s small in stature but powerful on stage for all her
comic effects. Alan Jasper was appropriately stiff as Sydney's
pompous lawyer.
I was quite impressed with the set, designed by Emerson and
stage manager GTeg Holmes. Dinner theater usually does not offer
the large scale and fine detail of this set, Sydney'S study with its
collection of armaments. Director Melissa Wentworth has given
her entire cast a good sense of comic timing and physical action the moments of violence are surprising and scarily realistic.
The Vintage Repertory Company is one of several small
theater groups that have suddenly popped up around Portland.
After a season at the beautifully restored Saco River Grange Hall,
they've taken their act on the road with dinner theater productions
at the Portland Gub ("Wait Until Dark" is their next one), and the
Salmon Falls Country Gub. While I'm sure the exposure will be
good for them, I wish they had chosen stronger material. Ira Levin,
the writer who gave us "Rosemary's Baby" and 'The Step ford
Wives" is witty and clever, but that's about it. I believe this troupe
can do better.

••• to advertise in
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JOY PISCOPO, owner of F.O. Bailey, Is an accomplished auctioneer. She knows how to evaluate
object's worth, That's why she advertises In
Casco Bay Weekly.

an

Casco Bay Weekly reaches more readers per dollar
than any other newspaper serving all of Greater
Portland. That means you don't waste advertising
dollars. Period. And for Joy, that makes the gavel fall
much easier,
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RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY
MAKE LIFE WORTH SLEEPING
State-of-the-Art Sleeping

Bradford Bedroom Group
.. In Solid Maple

(JJrrifortai11
MATIRESSS

qp

giveyou individual(yaqjustable
firmness-support -coT11fort!

Full $595
Queen $679
3 Dr. $425

•

~
-_..... _- .....

5 Dr, $555
6 Dr. $729
L...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....!.......l

PORTLAND
288 Fore Street •

774·1322

Nightstand $195 major credit cards • in·store financing • free parking

BANGOR
170 Park Street

942-6880

ELLSWORfH
0

High Street

667·36l5

RICHARD •PARKS •GALLERY

Janllllry 31, 1991
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·Ph0enN : StUdlo ;; ~~e4,
Renovation and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976.
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We carry supplies and glass
for the stained glass arlisan .
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630 Forest Avenue
Po rtland, ME
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77-1-4 154

STAGE
DANCE
berry Street
UTE'VE lJfOVED!
Now located at 83 India Street
83 Ind ia Street Po rtl and ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mo n-Sat 11 -5

A holistic approach to
therapeutic massage by a
professional experienced in
convenlionai medicitle.
Kathie D. McGOIragle, LPN, CMT
Therapeutic Massage
207-846-3306 or 781-5540

Brum.... Danc. Applications are being
accepted from beginner to advanced
dancers lor a tWl>-week dance intensive
that will be taught by Sheila Bellelleur
(director of Casco Bay Movers) and Brazilian teachers. from Feb 15-March 3.
There witl also be ballet and Portuguese
classes available. For further infonnation, call 871-1013.
COf1tnodance with N_ SheruUMpn.
BlInd Schot1ische workshop at 8 pm,
beginner contra basics at 8:30 pm, with
dance to tollow. All dances taught. Beginners/singles welcome. Feb 9 ,
Newbegin Gym In Gray. $4. For more
intormation, call 428-3988.
M_ter Jazz Class witl Adrienne Hawkins
The Casco Bay Movers School of Jazz
and Tap Dance will host this class on
Feb 2. from 11 :30 am-1 pm. All levels of
dancers are welcomed. Cost: $9. The
class will be held in the studio. located at
341 Cumberland Ave. Portland. For further infonnation, call 871-1013.

.......................................
1~!.!J!j:;' ~:y

• Sterling Silver Gemstone eatings. Matne M()()5(! and Spruce
Watcbe\". ~Handmade]ewelry.
. ..
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.......................................
422 Fore Street, Old Port'" 761-5690 ... 11-5:30 Wed.-SaL, 12-5 Sun.

CLUBS
THURSDAY 1.31
MorrIs Acevedo Trio (jazz) Cafe No. 20
Danlorth SI, Portland. 7n-8114 .
H _ to Murg.troyd (rock) Geno's,
13 Brown S~ Portland. 7n-7891 .
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774-{)444.
st_
.nd the Wo"'" (rock)
Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St, S.
Portland. 767-4627.

ttow."

"Cupid's

Arrow
Calling"

FRIDAY 2.1
TIM Ken G_par Trio Uazz) Cale No. 20
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.

One Dozen High .. Quality

Long.. Stemmed Red Roses
Delivered whis (Jf her home (Jf offICe
Guaranteed LOWEST Price

School SI, Freeport.
S'e.PJ L.Beef, at.vle .nd the
Blackouts (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St, Portland. 774-3550.
Marvin
Huntl"" S ' - (rock)
Geoo's, 13 Brown St, Portland. m7891.
TBA (music) Horsefeathers, 193 Midde
St, Portland. 773-3501 .
TIM Walt.... (rock) Moose Alley. 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Moo Goo .nd the Guy P..... (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland.
774-0444.
Blue Root., the Blu. Fl.m. . (blues)
Raoul·s. 885 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736888.
How.1I .nd ttM Wolv. . (rock)
Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S .
Portland. 767~7.
A a.neflt For ....c. (dance) Benefit for
the Maine Coa~tion to Stop War in tie
Middle East. Zootz, 31 Forest St, PortIand.773-8187

aoon.,

call fex more information

766.. 5660

•

Who Knows (rock) Crabby Lobster, 10

•

IMMEDIATE
PICK-UP

•

24 HOUR
DELIVERY

"YOU'". our fates"
Bits & Pieces
Delivery & Courier Services

207-774-5594 • FAX 207-761-2073
1-800-234-559
175 Brackett Street • Portland, Maine 04102

".v.

SATURDAY 2.2
Th. Ken G_parTrio (jazz) Cale No, 20
Danforth St. Portland. 7n-8114.
Who " - (rock) Crabby Lobster, 10
School St. Freeport.
Velcro ..._nta (rock) Dry Dock. 84
Commerdal St, Portland. 774-3550
Marvin Boone, Damaa-cl Qooda (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. m7891.

TBA (music) Horseleatlers, 193 Midde
SI. Portland. 773-3501 .
Th. W.lt.,. (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market SI. Portland. 774-5246.
Moo Goo .nd th. Guy P ..... (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Mouhon SI. Portland.
774-0444.
The Only Motions (reggae) Raoul's, 885
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6888.

Winter family festival
• For more Information on any of the events listed
below, call the Chamber of Commerce of Greater Portland at 772-2811. Limited space Is available and advance
registration Is preferred for all events. Advance registration Is required for Items marked by an asterisk·.
SATURDAY, FEB. 2
Payson Park (between Ocean Ave . .It Baxter Blvd., Portland):
9 am: Winter Family Festival opening ceremonies
9:15 am: Winter snow sculpture contest"
Categories: families .It friends, businesses .It organizations
12:30 pm: Grand prize, $200 per category, judged on
creativity,visual appeal and winter theme.
9:30 am: Man-made ski slope - ski lessons available on a firstcome, first-served basis. Free ski rentals.
10 am-3 pm: Hayrides
Outdoor Games:
9:30 am: Parent/child snow softball game
9:30 am: Children's snow shoe races
9:45 am: Teen snow shoe races
10 am: Adult snow shoe obstacle races
10 am: Inner tube races (children)
10-10:30, ages 10-12
10:30-11, ages 8.1t 9
11-11:30, ages 6 .It 7
11 :30-noon, ages 3-5
10:30 am: Snow volleyball tournament (adults)·
10:30 am: Hula hoop contest (children 12 and under)by Days
Inn, Exit 8
10:30 am : Partners egg toss (parent/child)
10:45 am: Hula hoop contest (teen) by Days Inn, Exit 8
11 am: Hula hoop contest (adult)
12 noon: Three-legged potato sack race (parent/child) by Days
Inn, Exit 8
12:15 pm: Three-legged potato sack race (teen) by Days Inn,
Exit 8
12:30 pm: Three-legged potato sack race (adult)
12:30 pm: Snow shovel pull (parent/child) - B.Y.O.S. (bring
your own shovel)
12:30 pm: Snow sculpture viewing
1 pm: Inner tube race (adult)
1 pm: Cocoa carry races (parent/child)
1 pm: Winter rap song contest (must have winter theme; for
individual or team of up to four).
1:30 pm: One-legged sack race (teen)
1:30 pm: Egg-on-a-spoon obstacle course (children)
1:30 pm: Potato toss (children)
1:30 pm: Tug 0' war (adult)·
(register as a team or as an individual for assignment to a team)
2:30 pm: One-legged ski race (adult)
2:30 pm: Tug 0' war (teen)
(register as a team or as an individual for assignment to a team)
Allday: iceskate .It toboggan

fest

Portland Expo: Track

Meet Competition, in which
the area's best high school
track athletes meet to compete.
Tickets at door are 52 for
adults, $1 for children in grades K-12.
8 am-12:3O pm: Southern Maine Girls Indoor Track Conference
12:30-6:30 pm: Southwestern Maine Track Conference (boys)

Portland City Hall:
1:30-2:30 pm: Story Salad - children's theatre - favorite stories in
a merger of children's literature and musical theatre. Call 772-8630
for tickets, $6 .It $8.
Baxter Callery (619 Congress St.):
2:30-4 pm: short animated films by Portland School of Art, for
children of all ages. Tickets at the door are $3. Call Laurie Twitchel
at 775-3052 for more information.
Deering Oaks Park:
5:30-10 pm: Torchlight skating party
6-8 pm: Hayrides

King Middle School (across from Deering Oaks):
8 pm-midnight: Rock 'n roll sock hop by Kiss 100. Raffle, door
prizes, dance contests, Maine Ballroom Dancers demonstration at
9:30 pm. Advance tickets at Porteous or Visitors Information
Center. Tickets at the door. $5 per person, $8 per couple.
Upper Congress Street Merchants:
Store front window-dressing contest - theme "Global Neighborhood." Judging at 10 am, Feb. 2.

;' 1

SUNDAY, FEB. 3

Monument Square:
8-11 am: Ice sculpture contest
judging on winter theme,
originality, design. Personal
appearance by WGAN's "Soup
.It Crocker."
11 am-2 pm: Hayrides
11:30 am-12:3O pm: The Great
Crazy Sled Design Challenge.
Judging on creativity, craftsmanship, visual appeal, team
spirit at 1 pm. Prizes: $200, $100
and $50.

One aty Center:
11 am-3 pm: Be a FOX-51
''Kids Club" TV star. Meet Bart
Simpson and Mighty Mouse in
the new FOX-51 Kids Oubhouse and you could be on TV.
Call 774-0051 for details.

dl:hhtnere!1

; ,·1
tommy'S

:)

... \ ..

~iveshop
273 Congress St.
Portland, Me.
772-5357

I;R~~P~IZE·
§
·
!
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Cape Elizabeth High
School:
12 noon: Tenth Annual MidWinter, 10-Mile Oassic by
Maine Track Oub. Race-day
registration is from 10:45-11:45
am. Entry fee $7. For more
information, call Robert Payne
at 655~, or Marla Keefe at
655-7350.

Cumberland County Civic
Center.
2:05-5 pm: Maine Mariners
vs. Springfield Indians Hockey
on Delta Airlines Kids Day children up to 14 years admitted
half-price ($3.50). Special
appearance by "~e Roa~run
ner." Winter Family Festival
award winners chosen at 2:45
pm for crazy sled, ice sculpture
and snow sculpture. A warded
by Jim Crocker of WGAN
Radio. Delta Airlines/Maine
Mariners Florida Dream
Vacation Giveaway.

Holiday Inn by the Bay (88
Spring St., Portland):
5:30 pm: Meet the Maine
Mariners - autographs, door
prizes, refreshments.

------------
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

Fabulous FOOd.-mit• •

SATURDAY.ltSUNDAY

Joan Whitney Payson
Gallery of Art (behind
Westbrook College, 716 Stevens
Ave.):
1-5 pm: Impressionism
Exhibit, featuring works by
Claude Monet, Pierre Auguste
Renoir, Edgar Degas, Camille
Pissarro, William Merritt Chase,
Childe Hassam, Theodore
Robinson and Mary Cassatt.
Admission and parking are free.

'HE GOOD EGG CAFE

Portland Perfonnlng Arts
Center (25 Forest Ave.):
Saturday, 5 .It 9 pm .It
Sunday, 2 pm: ''Lady Day at
Emerson's Bar and Grill," by
Portland Stage Productions.
Limited availability. For
information and reservations,
call 774-0465.

at.v. Howell .nd the Wolv. . (rock)
Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St, S.
Portland. 767-4627 .

SUNDAY 2.3
CIIf. No Jazz Jam, open jam session
with rhythm section (byo jazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth S~ Portland. m-8114 .
Brown st. Blu. . Jam with Georg.
Gordon (blues) Geno's. 13 Brown St,
Portland. 772-7891
Acou.tlc Blue. J.m (you) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland. 7722739.
T.e •• nd the
(rock) Old Port Tavern, 1
oulton St, Portland. 774~44.
SundllJ Brunch In the Ballraom (cIassical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk S~
Portland. 774-4200.

Bo,.
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LIVE MUSIC. NEW EXPANDED SUPPER MENU
PIZZA e EVENING HOURS 5-10PM • 7 DAYS
705 CONGRESS STREET • PORTLAND
PIZZA HOTLINE • 773 .080 1
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You don't
have to
wait 7
days •••

Fun & Frivolity
Come Experience
Portland's Best Sports
Participation Club

PUT BILLIARDS
39 Forest Ave. [nlown Portl and
Next to Zoot.z • Behind the Sanest ...
nS-1944

to read
Casco Bay Weekly.
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Entertainment
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CLUBS
SUNDAY 2.3

MONDAY 2.4
......., Mor.blto

p....m. Open

Mlc

Night (you) Raoul's, 865 Foresl Ave,
Portland. n3-6886.
Mondooy Night .t the MovIe. (movie)
Moose Alley , 46 Market St, Portland.

n4-5246.
Wharfs End, 52 Wharf Sl Portland. n3-

0093.

Slagle Ilem s or large collecti ons wanted

BROWSE lIS A.LWA.YS WELCOME
10 am to 5 : 30 pm Mon . -Sat.
Member
AntlqucxlOn 8oo1csele" An ociotion of Amenco

1-800-228-1398
761-2150
536 Congress 51.

646-8785
Route 1, Well.

,

f

TUESDAY 2.5
H_ York City Opera National Com-

TUESDAY 2.5

Aq ... V.Iv., Georg. Gordon (rock)

4

USM Summ.r Conc.rt Band (various)
3 pm, Corthell Concert Hall, USMI
Gorham campus. Benefit per10nmance
of concert overtures, suites, Broadway
show tunes, marches, etc., to support
the Southem Maine Music Academy.
Regular a~n Is $10, $5 H appropriate summer attire Is wom. 780-5256.

pany (comic opera) 7:30 pm, at City Hall
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland.
Mozart's "Marriage of Figaro.' n2-8630.
Alta Noel (classical) 7:30 pm, Kresge Auditorium, Visuat Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Rita Noel, meuoUnd. Hollander Int.rpret. Gertrud.
soprano, Julia Adams, viola, and Martin
st.ln (reading) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St,
Perry, piano, pertorm worksofW.F. Bach,
pDftland. n2-8114.
Brahms and Elliott S . Schwartz. 725Acou.tlc Blu.. Jam (you) Gritty
3201 .
McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland. n22739.
Crybaby (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton Sl Portland. 7744444.
Open Mike Night with Peter GI._n
(you) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Picken Sl
S. Portland. 767-4627.
Will Turner (acoustic) Wharf's End , 52
Wharf St, Portland. n3-0093.

WEDNESDAY 2.0

SEND A
SPECIAL
VAI ENTINE
MESSAGE

ART

Geno's , 13 Brown St, PorUand. m 7891
Aeouatlc CI....c: Chri. Poulaon, ~rk
Nabozny, K.vln MidgeI)' (acoustic) EI.m.nt. Gall.ry, 56 Mai ne S t,
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, Portland.
Brunswick. "Masks: The Hidden Self,' a
n3-3501 .
mixed media, group show of contempoBachelor Night (xxx) Moose Aley, 46
rary masks and sculpture by Maine artMarket St, PorUand. n4-52<16.
ists, showing Irom Feb l -March 2.
Crybaby (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Opening reception Feb 1 , Irom 5-7 pm.
Moulton Sl Portland. 774-()444.
Gallery hours: Tue-Sat, 10 am-5 pm.
72~1108 .
BI.... Party (blUes review) Raoul's , 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Ladl. . Night (specials) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Picken St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Zan. Michael Raven (acoustic) Wharf's
End, 52 Wharf St, Portland. n3-0093.
Alberta'. C"., 21 PleasantSt, PorUand.
"Rellections on Light,' mixed media inclueing C prints, selenium prints, colage
and landscape paintings. Motherl
daughter show by local artists Billie Wolf
and Carrie McFaul. Exhibiting through
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open
Feb 15. n5-1514.
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. No
Ar.a Gallery, Campus Center, 96
cover. 87H)SS3 .
Falmouth Street, Portland. Photographs
Salut••,2OMilkSt, Portland. OpennighUy
of
Europe features black and white
until 1 am. No cover. n4-4200.
photographs
taken
by
Peter
T-Blrd'.. 126 N. Boyd St, PorUand. FriShellenberger during the SUlTYTl9r of
Sat, Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed, Contem1989. Showing throug h Feb 1. Gallery
poraries. 773-8040.
hours: Moo-Fri, 7 am-l0 pm; Sat& Sun,
Wh.rehou.. Dance Club, 29 Foresl
10 am-l0 pm. 780-4090.
Ave, Portland. 874-9nO.
Barrldotf Gall.rl. ., 26 Free St, PortZootz, 31 Foresl St, Porttand. Wed:
land. Selections by gatlery artists, leaProgressives. Thu : Jump. Frl: Postturing new work by Stuart Ross and
Modern - Chern Free; Sal: Cutting Edge
Mark Hattof and a selection of 19th- and
Dance; Sun: Request Night. n3-8187.
20th-century American art. Through
February. Hours: Mon-Fri, 10 am-5 pm;
Sat 12-4 pm. m -5011 .
Th. Baxter Gallery, PorUand School of
Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. "Other
Voices: Mediating between Ethnic Traditions and the Modernist Mainstream,'
includes 35 works by artists of African
American, Japanese American, Cherokee, French-Cree Shoshone and Latino
heritages. On view through March 3.
Gallery hours are Tue-Sun 11 am-4 pm,
open till 9 pm on Thursdays. Free admission. Catl 775-5152 for more information.
Congo A.naluanc. Gall.ry, 576
Congress St, Portland. Pieces by Bonnie
Nason, Mike Wolstadt, Joyce Ooley,
lver Lofving, Kathleen Sweeney, Denise
Frohlich, and others. n3-1964.
Cong .... Square G.II.ry, 42 Exchange St, Portland. Gallery artists
The Blue ~ & The Blue Roota
showing through Febru..y. Gallery hours:
(blues) 9 pm, at Raout's Roadside AtMon-Frl, 11 :30 am-5:3O pm; Sat 12-5:30
traclion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. Benpm. For further infonmation, call n4efit concert for Maine Blues SocIety.
3369.
AdmissIon: $4 attha door. n5-2494 .

OPENING

.,

AROUND TOWN

Tell your sweetie how you feel
with Casco Bay Weekly's
Classified Valentines. These
special messages will appear in
the February 14th issue of CBW.

30 words for $9
Deadline: February 8 at 5pm
CaI1775-6601
or
Use form in Classified Section.

•

DANCING

CON

•

=

story Salad IV (children's musical r9llU8)
1 :30 pm. at Portland City HatlAueitorium.
30 Myrtle St. Musicatstageadaptation of
nine popular short children's books such
as "Teach Us, Amelia Bedelia' and -Big
Dog, Little Oog.' Tickets: $8 adults, $6
children. n2-8630.
Frank Vignola and the Hot Club Gau)
8 pm, at the Chocolate Church, 804
Unplugged Concert. Aeou.tlc mualc,
Washington St, Bath. Acoustic guitarist
no cover. Tonight: Sonny Probe, Raand his unusual jazz ensemble of piano,
mingo Smile Duo, Danny Beal and Eart
homs and percussion. Tickets are $10,
Bigelow (acoustic) Raoul's, 865 Forest
$8 for seniors and children. 442-8455.
Ave, Portland. n3-6886.
K.n Grlm.l.y .nd Je..my L••t.r
(acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf Sl
Portland. n3-0093.

Open Mlc with Ken OrIm.ley (acoustic)

538 Congress Sireel
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prints
Bought & So l d
High es t Pr ic e s Pa id
Search Servi ce
Tax & Insurance Appra i sa ls

'0
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T.C ••nd the Boy. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Mouhon St, Portland. 7744444.

8ARDING~ BOOK ~HO~

John Hammond (blues) 8:30 pm, Feb 1,
Kresge Auditorium, Visuat Arts Center,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Adrrission:

CERTS

FRIDAY 2.1

Dean Vel.ntgas Gall.ry, 60 Hampsh~e
St, Portland. Duane Patuska: an exhibh
of painted watl reliefs and sculpture,
through Feb 17. Gatlery hours: Thu 128 pm; Fri-Sat, 12-5 pm; Sun 12-4 pm; or
by appl. n2-2042.
Evan. Gall.ry, 7 Pleasant St, Portland.
Black and white photographs by O. Winston Link, whose photographs of the
Norfolk & Westem Railway document
the last years of steam locomotion and
give a vemacular portrait of rurat American tife in the tate '50s. Through Feb 16.
Gallery hours: 10 am-6 pm, Tue-Fri ; 11
am-4 pm Sat. 87~0042.
Th. Good Egg Caf., 705 Congress St,
PorUand. Irene Plummer'saaylicand oit
paintings, through Feb 14. n5-1514 .
Greenhut Gallerl . ., 146 Middle St,
Portland. Group show consisting ofwotks
by gallery artists. Through February.
Gallery hours: Mon-Sall0:3O am-5 :30
pni. n2-2693.
Th. Jew.1I Gall.ry, 345 Fore St, Portland. Watercolors by Bill Jewell, Joseph
Cousins;oilsbyPaul Black and Rebecca
Cuming ; stained glass by Bert Weiss;
jewelry by Vicki Woodruff. Through
February. Gatleryhours: 11 am-5:30pm,
Mon-Sal. For further information, call

n3-3334.
Maine N.tlonal Bank, Lobby M Ga~
Iery, 400 Congress St, Portland. Works
donated by Maine artists to the AtDS
Project, lor upcoming benefit auction
March 1 at the Sonesta Hotel. On view
from Feb 4-27. Lobby hours: 9 am-4 pm,
Mon-Fri. n5-1000, ext. 2120.
M"ne Pott.ra M.rket, 378 Fore St,
Por1and. Handmade pottery by 15 Maine
potters. Hours: 9 am-9 pm, Mon-Sat; 10
am-6 pm Sun. n4-1633.
Nancy Margolis Gallery, 367 Fore St,
Portland. Featuring ceramic artists
Joellyn Rock, James Watral and Barbara
Diduk. Mon-Fri, 10 am-5 pm; Sat 10 am6 pm. n5-3822.
Joan Whitney Payson Gallery of Art,
Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Ave,
Portland. Impressionism: Selections from
the Colby College Art Museum and The
Joan Whitney Payson Gallery of Art
Collections, through Feb 17. Hours: TueFri, 10am-4 pm(Thu till 9 pm) ; Sat-Sun .
1-5 pm. 797-9546.
Th. Pin. Tr.. Shop and Bayvl_
Gall.ry, 75 Market St, Portland. - Impressionist Views of Cranberry Island
and Centrat Maine,' recent oils and
pastels by Bayview Gallery staff member
David litHe . Also induded are lyrical
abstracts. Through Feb9. Gallery hours:
10 am-S pm, Mon-Sal. n3-3007.
Portland M ....um of Art, Seven CongressSquare, Portland. Hours:Tue-Sal
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till
9 pm. Admission : adults $3.50, senior
citizens and students with 10 $2.50,
children under 18 $1 , group rate $3. Free
admission Thu from 5-9 pm. n3-2787.
' Robert Indiana'. "Hartley Elegle."
..rle., a portfolio of five large-scale
prints relating to a series of paintings by
Marsden Hartley. Known as the "German Officer Paintings,' Hartley's works
were motivated by the impact of war and
the sudden loss of his close lriend Karl
Von Freyburg, an officer in the Genman
army, who was killed during World War I.
On eisptay through March 24, in the
museum's Great Hatl.
·N.C. Wy.th'. Wild W .... organized by
the Btandywine River Museum in Chadds
Ford, PA, will feature works Irom the
Brandywine's collection and that of the
Wyeth family . Exhibit runs through Feb
3,1991.
·Photogravures by Edward !L Curti..
who set out in 1898 to document Native
America before it was thoroughly assimilated by the advancing white man .
Funded by such public figures as Pierpont
Morgan and President Theodore
Roosevett, Curtis traveled throughout
the Northwest and Into Alaska, living
. among tribes for extended periods of
time. The exhibition of the resulting photograwrescoincideswith the N.C. Wyeth
exhibit above.
·Imp ....lonl.m and Beyond: The Scott
M. Black Collection features Pagans et
Le Pere de Degas (Pagans and Degas'
Father), an oil on canvas recently acquired at Sotheby's by PorUand native
Scott M. Black. The exhibit Is on penmanentloan .
"The Artist's Model, an exhibit that concentrates on the human Iorm and examines the relationship between artist and
model, on view through Feb 17.
-Works by American and Europ.an
M.t...., an exhibition that explores the
unusualy strong dialogue between artists In the United States and Europe
during the early twentieth century. Works
by Georges Braque, Fernand Leger,
Marc Chagatl, Jean Alp, Pablo Picasso,
Marsden Hartley and Stuart Davis.
Through Aprit 14.
Th. Spirited Gourmet, 142 SI. John St,
Portland. Mixed media showing by
Joanne Agrillo, Anne BernaW, Paul
Holingsworth, Randall Harris and Arlene
Morris. Through February 15. Hours:
Mon-Fri, 10 anHI pm; Sat 10 am-5 pm.

n3-2919.
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"TId.5 In - .:30 lun. 2" by Sarah Knock,
Portland Stag. Company.

on

.xhlblt at

Knock's way
• 011 paintings by Sarah Knock at The Portland Stage
Co., 25A Forest Aft., Portland.
Exhibit accompanies the company's production of "Lady
Day at Emenon'~ Bar II Crill," which runs through Feb.
24.
Paintings may be viewed half an hour before curtain. If
you would like to view the paintings only, ask to see the
house manager.
Remembrance of things past. This is the name of Marcel
Proust's best-known novel and is also a theme I've been encountering in conversations with artists for over a month now. It goes
like this:
In the novel, Charles Swann has tea at his aunt's house. He's an
adult. It' s been many years since he's done this, but he used to
have tea with his aunt often when he was a child. She serves him a
madeleine, as she always did before. He bites into it and the taste
triggers the memory of all of his other senses; and from this taste,
for a thousand or so pages, he remembers his past life.
Sarah Knock nodded when I mentioned to her the curious
effect of the madeleine. She currently has an exhibition of her
paintings at the Portland Stage Company, and we were talking
about how anyone of the senses, when awakened, stirs the
memory of the others. I was saying, specifically, that her diptych
of Wolfe' s Neck brought back certain sensations that I had had as
a child playing about where she had stood to do her painting. And
I didn't mean that I remembered what Wolfe' s Neck looked like
when I was a child; I meant that I remembered how I felt then,
what things smelled like then, how the sun felt on my back, and
what the seagulls sounded like. For her paintings, which are oil on
canvas, linen, paper, and masonite, have this quality of evoking
memories. There is an immediacy about them - a "thereness" - that
immerses the viewer in the painting.
This reaction suits her; this is her goal. Her objective, she says,
is to remind, to invite, the hurrier-through-Iife to stop for a
moment and have a look. For her part, she says that what the artist
attempts to do is articulate for the viewer some sort of universal
experience: the inner and outer nature of what is being seen,
Because Knock, like other artists I have spoken with, feels a keen
urgency about the fast-paced world we live in. The world as we
know it changes, it seems, on a moment-to-moment basis.
So what she sets out to do is to capture more than the moment,
which was what she had been able to do as a photographer; with
oils Iter objective is to capture that magical essence in the marriage
of time and place, and its transiency_For example, you look at two
paintings of the same spot.
One is titled "Tide Out, 11:00,
June 1st," and the other is
"fide In, 8:30, June 2nd," and
you have two completely
different experiences, two different moods, and two different sets
of memories. For there are two entirely different alchemical
things going on -light, weather, po~ition of t~e tide - a~d ~ng
transcribed by the painter, The magic of the first combination of_
circumstances is entirely different from that of the second combination.
Knock captures the transiency of the moment, especially in
"Monhegan Hill with Houses." In this painting a setting sun is
reflected from the windows of the houses tucked into the hill. The
reflected light is burnished and glowing, as it is at sunset, but as
you look at the painting you can almost see it start to fade. What
she captures, then, is the sense of the impennanence of the
moment - what Keats would call the loss inherent in the very
existence of that passing moment.
According to my personal interpretation of standard art tenns,
Knock's paintings are figurative. By "figurative" I mean they are
neither abstract nor representational, but somewhere in between.
Although there are, say, houses, in some of the paintings, they are
not fully realized houses, but more the idea of houses sketched
into the landscape: what Plato would call "houseness."
Her drawing comes through her painting. In some she outlines
with simple black lines the different aspects of the landscape.
separating them from each other so that they have the quality of
stained glass. This technique reinforces the style which I stubbornly persist in calling figurative_That is, she separates
Mshrubness" from "marsh grassness" from "waterness." In this
way each aspect of the landscape has its own definition and
importance. It's almost as if she's training the eye, politely
suggesting what it might like to notice_What I like best about this

stained-glass-like separation of
parts is that the painting acquires
a pleasing sense of sculpture and
of geometry. Geometrical
landscape_Another oxymoron, I
guess.
Without question Knock
describes herself as a traditional,
plein-air landscape painter.
Although it may be more modern
to paint ideas and concepts, she
says that she simply finds what's
out there more interesting
conceptually than any abstraction
inside her head. She feels poetical
about the landscape, and admits
to a certain intuitiveness. One
painting, a very still triptych of a
pond in deep, brooding colors is
called simply "Early Morning."
She later learned that as she
painted in the early morning
light, a man nearby was committing suicide. Now, she says, that
painting can be spelled two ways.
At a time in history when the
planet and environment are being
ravaged, her paintings suggest
that the environment, after all, is
still in control.
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THE GUARANTEED GIFT
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Pa mper
Relax
&
Nurture
Ideal for Men & Women

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
GIFT CERTIFICATES
NEWIMAGES
Linden Thigpen
C MT,ince 1977

399 Fore St. #7
Old Port

775·4010

Margot Me Williams

The st"n Gallery, 20 Milk St, Portland.
Bruce Plzzichillo: colorful sculptures
combining blown glass shapes, cast and
slumped glass pieces. Featuring a variety of techniques and materials, including glass, brass, aluminum and telephone wire. Through Feb. 28. Gallery
Hours: Mon-Sat, 11 am-S pm; Sun 12-5
pm. n2-9072.

OTHER
American and European Art Auction
Barridoff Galleries is holding an auction
at t pm, Feb 7, at Holiday Inn by the Bay,
86 Spring St, Portland. Previews will be
held Feb6 , from 5-8 pm;andFeb7, from
9am-12 pm. Catalogues: $25, postage,
handling and price key induded. Maine
residents please add $1 .25 sates tax.
Send checks to Barrldoff Galleries, 26
Free S~ Portland, ME 04101 . For more
information , call n2-5011 .
Art In S.rvIc. Portland School of Iv!. 01fers this 14-week course through its
Continuing Studies Program. Taught by
Regina Kelley, assoc. prof. of sculpture,
the course is for those who wish to serve
their communities and those community
activists who wish to explore and activate their inner artist. Class starts Feb 5.
Pordand School of Iv!. is located at 97
Spring 51. For more information, call

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

~

HARMON'S~~RTON'S

n5-3052.
"French Imp..ulonlam: An OVerview"
Judith Sobol, directorof the Joan Whitney
Payson Gallery of Iv!. , will repeatherlree
public lecture on Feb 4 at 8 pm, In
Westbrook Colege'sLudcke Auditorium
The lecture is In conjunction with the
gallery's current exhibilion, which runs
through Feb 17 and indudes the wolkof
Monet, Renoir, Degas, Plssarro, William
M&nItt Chase, Chitde Hassam,Theodora
Robinson and Mary Cassatt. The gellery
wll be open from 7-10 pm on Feb 4 so
that lec\Jre-goers can view the exhibition before or aflerthelectureand sample
Tarte Tatin, Monet's favorite dessert.
For further InlormaUon, call 797-9546.
Healing Through Visualization and
VI.u" Art PorUand School of Art offers
this eight-week course through its Continuing Studies Program. Taught by
Regina Kelley, assoc. prot. of scutpture,
this course will present severat varieties
01 visualization techniques. Students will
then develop a personal visualization
that fits their own unique imaginative
capabilities. Studio art will be an integrat
component of each class as students
draw, paint and sculpt images of their
heating process. Class starts Feb 7.
PorUand School of Art is located at 97
Spring 51. For more Infonmation, calt

oses are Red ...
lets are Blue .••
It's Time to say
I Love You!
584 Congress Street

lI7 Brown Street

Portland

Westbrook

77 4·5946 Free parking al bolh iocalions. 854·2518
All major crcdil cards accepled on phone orders.
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n5-3052.
PSA Art C I . _ The Portland School 01
M Continuing Studies Department offers 9IIening, daytime and weekend
courses in photography, jewelry and
metalsmlthlng, woodworking ,landscape
design, ceramics, sculpture, printmaking,
graphic design, painting, drawing, fabric
design, writing, visual stucies and more.
Classes start Feb 4, and range from free
offerings to 2-credh costs. Write or cal
the school for a brochure: 97 Spring S~
Portland 04101, or n5-3052.
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Maine's /\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our FuU Menu served from HAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxlng atmosphere of Q,_$___

a
1C....~

5 Portland Pier
772-4828
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Entertainment

~O.·gal.l~
UNIQUE •

r:r. GJRc8tuuruOI
46 Market Street

TAS.fv'~-./

JAKEoUT FQoD

C~UTrLE
JOJNT

Fresh haddock
crumbed, deep-fried
and smothered in our
sweet-hot Volcano
Sauce, served on our
home-made bread
with French fries.

1MKEE ~

""ARS IN
111E-I"1AlNE. SVND'\'I
\E:I..E.6~M

~:

l

~**~
(50T WHOS CCUNTI N&.·

774-5246

VOLCANO
HADDOCK
SANDWICH

INA

:::

Portland

.

CPflZ-y EA13

~

.. )

$6.25

147 CUmberland Ave.
Portland ME, USA

You'U be hooked!

ART

Wlnt... Crllft Demorwtratlon. Old Port
Artisans will hold the fotlowing Saturday
demonstrations: Feb 2, Pysanky (Ukra~
nlan Eggs), an ancient and 'unique
method of egg decorating using a wax
and dye process with Amf VisenUne;
Feb 9, Weaving with Michael Panerson
from Thistle Bume Handweaving. Old
Port Artisans, t8 Exchange Stin the Old
Port. For more information, call 871-

1090.

SENSE

•

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
Feb. 112 Spirils atlhe M>.nor,
S. Portl~
9 Meredilh Station, Merroilh, N.H.
10 Mad Hauefs Tea party,
Tattoo Convention

15 I 16 Crabby Lobster
17 AnnU2l Fund Raising Ball feY Portland
Police Dept. at IA Heritage Center
23 American Heart Assn. Affair of !he
Heart Fund Raising Ball, Sonesta, P'tld

•

We'll be back every Wed at Raoul's In May.
Spring and Summer dates are going fast - book your
wedding and functions now.

CALL 883-2802

{breakfast - dlrllllrl

sunday 8-2 __ _
{bl-ell/dllSt - ~J

.. ,

Grill

RElAXED

AFFORDABLE
FRESH HflREES
, ~ 8 n-w alt ,>~l

Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
• • • WE PAY CASH· • •
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram
Bln(·SELL·~E
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland

772-3932
330 lisbon St., Lewiston
155 Frone St.• Bath
1 n Water .:;t.,
Augusta

Mlcmoc Indian Storytelling end Craft
Demonstratton. The Sanipass family,
Micmac storytellers and baskelmakers
of Aroostook county present 'Micmac
Tales and Traditions.' Feb 9, 10 arn-l
pm, Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum,
Hubbard Hall, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. Event is in conjunction with
the exhibit 'Our Uves in Our Hands:
showing In the Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum from Feb 8-April 15. For further
information, call 725-3000.
Portlllnde,.Agelnet U.S_lnt_ntlon
InCentraIAmorlc:o(P.AU.S.I.C.A.}wil
show the video documentary 'Doble
Cara.' This video, produced in 1989 by
the AaeJo Venceremos System - the
information netwoi1< of the armed opposition in EI Salvador, the FMLN - is an
analysis of the existence of two powers
in EI Salvador: the government and the
organized people. It is a video by and
about the opposition movement, struggling for reform against a govemment
that receives over $1 million each day
from the United States. The video will be
followed by an update on the situation in
EI Salvador today. Feb 4 at 7:30 pm, at
the Irmlanuel Baptist Church on High
Street in Portland. Please use the rear
entrance to the church. For more information, call 773-7873.
hIf-Pubftahtng: Are You Reedy For
It? A seminar taught by Jim Keil, this
class will focus on the nuts and bolts of
setf-publishing. Feb 9, from 11 am-4 pm,
at the Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason
St, Brunswick. Cost is $30 for members
of Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance,
$35 for others. Pre-registration required.
Send payment to MWPA 19 Mason S~
Brunswick, ME 04011. To reserve a
space, call 729-6333.
Short.Short Story Workshop Maine
Writers and Publishers Aliance will offer
a workshop taught by Nicole d'Entremont
in the short-short entitled 'Sudden Fiction.· The class will help participants
explore the genre through writing exerclsas and critiques. Feb 2, from 10 am2 pm, a1the Maine Writers Center (located
at address below). Cost is $30 for
members of MWPA, $35 for others. Preregistration required. Send payment to
MWPA, 19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011 .
Sign Language Cou,.e for Senlo,.
Porttand Recreation is offering this free
course for the beginning signer, but all
levels are encouraged to attend. Classes
wil be held on Thursdays from 1-2 pm at
the Cummings Convnunity Center, 134
Congress St, Portland. For more Information, can 874-8793.
Women au.ln... Owne,. of Greeter
Porttend will hold their monthly meeting
Feb 7, at 6 pm, on • Press Kits - How to
Put One Together and How to Make It
Effective, a Hands-On Workshop' by
Karen Perry. Fee is $6.50. Andover
College, Washington Avenue, Portland,
in the non-smoking lounge. For information and reservations, call Becky
Erickson at 761-0041.
.
Women'. Volc .., Work Choice.: a
workshop for women who want to transform their relationship to woi1<. Feb 9,
9:30 arn-5 pm, at a Pordand location to
be announced. Registration : $75 . Presenters: Barbara Babkii1< and Nancy
Rankin Houtz. Calt 76Hl071 for more
information.
WritIng Fiction fQr Publlcetlon Maine
Writers and Publishers Allance is sponsoring an eight-week workshop taught
by novelist Richard Gran~ Wednesdays
from 6:30-9 pm, at the Belfast High
School. ClasS begins Feb e.Th is handson wor1<shop win giVe participants a rare
chance to submit and critique manuscripts. Cost is $80 lor members 01
MWPA, $1 00 forothers. Pre-regisllatlon
required. Send payment to MWPA, 19
Mason St, Brunwick04011. To reserve a
space, caH 729-6333.

Gift Ufol The Portland Red Cross is
looking for blood doners. 524 Forest
Ave. For more information, call 7752367.
Cookies for U.s. American troops in Saudi
Arabia are sick of MREs (Meals Ready
to Eat). Cookies for U.S. is trying to keep
up troop morale by sending cookies.
Cookies for U.S. says. 'Let's all hope
and pray they come home quickly and
safely, but until then, we're baking
cookies.' Any donations toward shipping
or ingredients greatly appreciated.
Please send to Cookies for U.S.. c/o
American Legion Hall, Post 57, 14 Imperial St, Old Orchard Beach, ME 040&4.
H.efta In Bloom Day is a very successful
American Heart Association fund-raising event that raises money through the
distribution of fresh-cut noral bouquets
to employees, patients, residents, students and faculty of large and small
business corporations, hospitals, nursing and retirement homes, schools and
retail establishments.The bouquestsare
ordered in advance at companies and
worksites and are delivered on
Valentine's Day to those who have contributed $5 to the campaign. For more
information, contact your company's
representative or the American Heart
Association at 1-800-462-<1202.
Help People WIth AIDS All donations of
items big or
will be appreciated lor
men, women and children who are living
w~h AI DS in Greater Portland. Alt gifts
can be reoeived at 377 Cumberland Ave,
Portland. 04102. For more information,
call David at People with AtDS Coalition
01 Maine, 773-8500.
IRS . . .ke VoIunt. .rs to Help Others
with Te. Returna Volunteers are
needed to help VITA, the volunteer Incometaxassistanceprogramsponsored
by the IRS. Voluntaersassist low-Income.
elderly, handicapped or non-English
speaking Individuals by explaining the
special credits and deductions for which
they may qualify and by helping them to
prepare their retums. For the convenience of taxpayers who cannot afford
travel to an IRS office, most VITA volunteers provide assistance at neighborhoodlocationssuchasschools,churches
and libraries. VITA programs can be
sponsored by local, civic or fratemal
organizations, educational institutions.
churches and social groups. Persons or
organizations interested in the program
should contact the IRS at 1-800-4241040, or write to the IRS VITA coordinator, Nancy Dutton, at P.O. Box 1020,
Augusta, ME 04330, or call 622-8328.
Tho Greeter Porttand Chlombor of
Commerce is looking for people to help
with the Winter Family FestiVal. Duties
include assisting with the running of
sports such as the "tug of war" for teens,
orselting up obstacles for the one-legged
ski race. Outdoor-oriented people and!
or camp counselors would be ideal for
this event. The festival will be held Feb 23 but volunteers are needed mosl on
Feb 2 from 9 arn-3 pm. One hundred
volunteers worl<ing two-hour shifts will
make the day a success. A good time is
expected to be had by all. For more
information, call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 874-1015.
Portlend W . .t Neighborhood Planning needs someone to run the projector and show American literature films at
etderfy high rises. This is a great opportunity to spend time with the etderfy
dscussing Nterature, history and cUlTent
events. You will need transportation and
the ability to learn how to use a projector.
Two volunteers are needed for a sIxmonth committment working three hours
every other week. Monday through Fr~
day hours are flexible . For details, calt
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
ProJoc:ts forCommun!ty Agenct_ The
Center for Voluntary Action has a list of
community projects available to businesses, civic groups, churches and high
schools. To receive the booklet, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at874-1015.
Tho RetirodSeniorVoIunt.... Program
places people 60 and older in fulfilNng
jobs helping others. Only two fo four
hours of your helpwMI make a difference.
For more Information, call Priscilla
Greene at 775-6503.

sma.

ACT UP (AIDS Co.. ltlon To Unle.h
Pow." is a diverse group of volunteers
united In anger and committed to nonviolent, direct action to end the AIDS
crisis. ACT UP rooets every Monday
from 7-9 pm at the People's Bulding,
155 Bracketl St, Portland. New members
are always welcome, For more information, write to ACT UPlMaine, P.O.
Box 5267, PorUand04101, tel. 774-7224
or 77o~-5082,
Benefit Lecture by Editor of "The
Prog,....".. Erwin Knoll, one of the
leading national critics of U.S. policy In
the Persian Gulf, wil give an address on
the Persian Gulf Crisis on Feb 9, 812 pm,
In Bar Harbor. Bultet supper after at the
home of John Buen, contributing editor
to the magazine. Admission to these
events is free, but contributions to The
Progressive's ant~war activities are encouraged, whether or not you anend. For
further information, calt244-3124. Contributions may be sent to John BueN,
P.O. Box 226, Southwest Harbor, ME
04679.
Bu.ln_. Advl.ory Council ......
Noml_ The council is seeking nominations for the Governor's Award for
Business Excellence, developed to recognize companies which demonstrate
an outstanding commitment to their
community, employees and to manufacturing and service excellence. Thecouncl
is accepting nominations of companies
from associations, trade organizations
and private individuals through Feb 15.
For further information regarding this
award, or to obtain nomination forms,
contact Joan Anderson at the Dep't of
Economlcand CorTYOOnity Development
in Augusta at 289-3153.
Fomlnl.t Splrlt ... llty .net EcoIOVlC81
Juetlce, workshop led by Ely Haney,
Feb 15-16. The General Theological
Center, 159 State St, PorUand. Times
are to be announced; cost of workshops
varies. For further ilfonnation, call Elly
at 442-7260.
The Gon ....1 'TheoIovlcel Conte ...
Spring Co~ Include tho fol'Ing: "The Interior castle: A Spiritual
Workshop for the Inner Ute,' led by Dr.
Carol KelT, Thursdays from 7:30-9 pm,
Feb 7-ApliI18, cost $75. The course will
use the metaphor of the 'Interior Castle·
as a way of entering ilto students' own
spiritual lives. Students wil be free to
come to grips with the Christian terminology and symbolism in their own ways.
• Jung and the Religious Ufe: taught by
Rabbi Harry Sky, Thursdays from 7-9
pm, Feb 7-28, cost $45. The course will
explore Jung's approach to the religious
Ufe. 'From Addiction to Recovery to the
Sacrament of the Sick: Health and
Healing In the New and Old Religions:
led by Prof. Richard Getwick, Wednesdays from 7-9 pm, Feb 6-AprN 10, cost
$75. The course w~1 examine the search
for health, wholeness and healing as a
driving force in the spiritual movements
of both the 'new age' as wei as the rise
of religions in the past. The center is
located at 159 State S~ Portland. For
81g BrotherolBlg 8t.te,. of Portlend
more information, call 874-2214.
introduces children and adults whO are
Humon. Sheh... for Anlmole Maine
open to and seeking friendship. The
Animal Sanctuary's goal Is to provide
adults are not to be counselors, partPortland wilh an animal shetter where
time parents, baby siners or social
animals would be given humane care
woi1<ers. They are expected to befriend
untit they are adopted. At present,
a child and to spend time doing activities
PortIand"s other shelterll put dogs to
lhatare mutually satisfying. You must be A.A.T .s. Anonymoue Is a group of local
sleep after a maximum of eight days,
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
at least 18 years 01 age, out of high
while there Is no time 11mi1 forcats. Maine
who have come together to form a supschool and an area resident for at least
Animal Sanctuary holds meetings on the
port group that meets every Mon at 7 pm
six months to be a big brother or sister.
second Tuesday of each month at 7:30
at St. Luke's Cathedral, State S~ PortCall the Center for Voluntary Action at
pm' at the Clai1< Memorial Church, 15
874-1015 for more information.
land.
P~ntAve,Port~.

OFF THE
CLOCK

HELP

Speclet tnte .....t AA. Meeting for people Free Dtntng Out Gutdo by the AmerlChronic Fettguo SyncIro.... Support
cen Heart AIosoclation for people With
living with AtDS meets weekty on
Group rooets the first and third Sun of
special dietary concerns: designed as a
Tuesdays at 8 pm at the PWA Coalition,
every month from 4-5 pm in the Mercy
guide to heart-healthy eating when din377 Cumberiand Ave, Portland. Meetin.g
Hospital basement auditorium. 144State
ing away from home, the booklet offers
designed to provide a safe space. In
St, Pordand. For more information, call
Information on 41 Greater Pordand reswhich to discuss HIV issues, while liVing
775-2219 or 625-8412.
taurants and covers such informatIOn as
positively sober. This rooeting is open
availability of dishes prepared Without
QrIovlng Support Group for bereaved
only to thOse who have tested HIV/Posipersons healing from the death of a
sail, as well as whether or not vegetables
live or have been diagnosed With AIDS.
can be prepared without butter. For a
loved one. Meets In Portland Tuesday
For more information, call 871 -9211.
copy call 1-800-244-4202 or wnte:
eves from 7-8:30 pm. Donations. Call
WINGS, a non-pror~ organization dedi~ican Heart Association, Maine AfKristine Watson. M.A., at 775-0366.
cated to providing support for low-Infiliate, 20 Winter St, P.O. Box 346, ~
tIeolth Insurone. AMlet_ Clilics
come single parents aMourlC88 The
gusta 04332-0346.
Project Maine Neighbor, a federal!y
Kids' Place, providing day care.for chilfunded partnership between Maine s
dren trom infancy to eight years KI South Froelyengar Yove Cle.. W~e"'usband
team Elaine and Francis McGlllrruddy
Bureau of Elder and Ac:kJtt Serv1C9S. the
Portland. Reasonable rates. and nurturolter classeS at Portland Yoga Studio,
Southern Maine Area Age~ on Aging
ing environment. For more Informat1Ol1,
and other community groups, IS opening
616 Congress S~ to introduce newcomcall 767-2010. Also, weekty support
ers to Iyengar Yoga. Portland Yoga Stuthe firsttwo il a seriesofhealth insurance
group helps set goals that lead to selfassistance clinics for older people.
sufficiency and to facilitate discUSSIon of . eJo isalso introducing GendeHathaYoga
for People with AIDS, to be held at
Trained volunteers will be available to
problems single parents encounter.
Woodford's Congregationat Church, on
answer questions about Medicare,
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S.
Wednesdays from 12:35-1 :45 pm,
Medicaid and Medicare supptemental
Portland and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11
through March 20. Cost for those who
health insurance and to assist people
Day St, Westbrook.
can afford it is $1. For more information
whh claim forms. Clinics will be held on
on either of the above, call 797-5684.
the first and third Thursdays of the month
at Mercy Hospital, 144 Slate St, Porttand.
Gym Actlvltl . . Program USM Lifeline is
To make an appointment for one of the
offering memberships to the general
clinics,caM 1-800-427-7411 or775-6503.
public. Weight training , squash, racquetball, basketball and use of sau.na and
H.O_P.E. sen-help support groups With
locker rooms. For more information, call
facilhators meet weekly to help heal the
emotional pain associated with chronic
USM L~elne at 780-<1170.
or serious diseases, InJUry, life, death
ttoelth lneurone. Probtem.? Health
and ch~ctlood issues. Group meets at
Claim Assistance is a new Portland
Mercy Hospital, 144 State St, Portland,
business that assists and educates
from 5 :30-7:30 pm; and at the Unrty
people about the processing of t~ir
Church, 16 Columbia Rd, Portland, on
health insurance claims. Health Claim
Thursdays from 10 am-12 pm. There IS
Assistance is located at 607 Brighton
also a support group for the family and
Ave, Portland. For more information, calt
friends of the ill which rooets every other
Lindy Bono at 774-5572.
Thursday from 7-9 pm. For more infOf- Adult ttoolth SCroenlng. CorTYOOnity HMIthsIIoro An:odo et Portlend Public
mation, call1-800-339-HOPE.
.
Ubrary has computer programs, Health
Health Services wilt sponsor saeenmgs
Risk Appraisal and more to help you
Indhrlduot. WIth DINbIl"'" Meeting on
lor diabetes, anemia, colorectai cancer,
social securitywoi1< incentive programs,
leam about your health. Five Monument
high blood pressure andcholesterollevet.
such as PASS and IRWE, sponsored by
Square , Portland. Call 871-1700 lor
Two or more tests per person are availAlpha One, Center lor Independent Livable, time parmilling. Donation . The
hours.
ing. The third Monday of each month, 7saeenings will be held at the folloWing Introduction to Medltatton will be of9 pm, Community Room, Landry Vilage,
times and places: Feb 4, 10 arn-l pm,
fered Thursdays, 7-8 pm, Jan 31 and
Westbrook SI. S. Portland. For more
Feb 7 . Come to any or all classes. Also
Chebeague Safety Building; F?b 7,.1:4
information, call Cress at 767-2189.
pm, Steep Falls Center Memmal CliniC;
offered - Self-Awareness I: Introduction
Ingraham Volunteers Help available by
Feb 12, 10:30 am-12 pm, Freeport
to Meditation. Bring lunch and snacks.
phone 24 hours a day. Cal 774-HELP.
Must pre-register by phone. Both are
oakleaf Terrace; Feb 13, 10 am-I pm,
Injured Worl<ers Meeting for woi1<ers
Bridgton United Methodist Church; Feb
free of charge. 40 Main St, Topsham.
having diffICulty with woi1<ers' comp o
For information on either, call729-5825.
19, 12:30-2:30 pm, Gray Congregational
system, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall
Church Hall; Feb 20, 9:30-11:30 am, Krlpatu Yoga Inne~ighrswinter offerings
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church,
Windham Community Building; Feb 25,
include regular sessions of Kripalu yoga
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets,
1-3pm ScarboroughTown Hall; Feb27,
classes through March 30, as well as
9:30-1; :30 am, Gorham St. Anne's
Sanford.
Kripalu yoga Saturday intensives and
Church. For more information, call 775Meine'. FI,.t Bratn Tumor Support
individuat yoga therapy sessions.
7231, ext 551 , or 1-800-643-4331.
Groupw~1 meet every Thursday evenrng
Inne~ight is a celebration of e~power
at 7 pm at New England Rehabilitation Aq...tlc fit"... end ~u .. Aeroblca
ment and integration of body, mnd and
Hospital of Portland (NERH-portIand),
spirit. Call Kim Chandler at 874-2341 for
USM Ufeline will be offenng Its next ten13 Charles SI. This new group has been
week sessions starting Feb 11 . Classes
further intormation.
designed by NERH-Portland and the
are noncompetitive and geared to all Nourl.htng Ourse! ..... a ~rlas of Six. biAmerican Cancer Society to rooet the
fitness levels. Aquatic Fitness incorpoweekly sessions addressmg body I~
special needs of adults with brain II;Jmors
rates lap swimming into its program and
age, weight and nutrition. Led by Ma~1
and their fam~ies. Interested partICIpants
wiN be held at the Riverton Pool at 6 arn
Greenhu~ art therapis~ and by Elizabeth
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
and the S. Pordand Municipal Pool at 6
Patten, a licensed diethian. at Freeport
first rooeting for a brief preliminary interpm on Mondays, Wednesdays and FnMedical Center, 149 Main St, Freeport.
view. People are encouraged to join any
d~s. Aqua-Aerobics classes Include
For dates and times, call 833-6391 or
time by calling Wish at 775-4000, ext.
stretching, calistheniCS and aerobics to
865-1988.
music, all done in the shallow end of the Porttand Suft Order Universal Worship
5<42.
pool. Classes wilt be held althe RIVerton
O.C.D. Support Group rooets weekly on
Service will now be offered every month
Tuesdays at7 pm, Williston West Church,
Pool at 6:45 am on Mondays, Wednesat 222 SI. John St, Suite 132. Service will
days and Fridays. Non-swimmers wel32 ThomaS St, Pordand. Free.
be conducted by Satiya Martin on Suncome. These classes are the exerCIse
Outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay
days starting at12 noon. 874-2938.
solution for people with arthritis or for Red Cross Offers Ctasses The Portland
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Ouest!onlng
anyone who finds other types of aerobiC
Youth, offers support and information for
Chapter of the American. Red Cross Will
activities too stresstul on )olnIS. RegiSyoung people 22 and under, ,n a safe
offer several courses of Instruction durtration
deadline
is
Feb
4.
Call
780-4170
environment, every Fnday from 7.30Ing February, including adult CPR, infant
for more information.
9:30 pm, at the Preble Street Chapel,
and child CPR, child care for day-Qfe
comer of Preble and Cumber~ av- Awekenlng to Love: Opening the Heart
providerS, babysitting skiNs, advanced
enues. For information, write or call:
wHh Kripalu Yoga Innerlight Workshop
first aid (ilduding professoonal rescue
Outright, P.O. Box 5028, Station A, Portolters an integrated series of warm-ups
CPR skitls), and S9Yerai standar~ first
and yoga postures for releasing tenSIOn
Iand04101, tel. 774-HELP.
aid courses. Advance registration IS reill the upper body and opening the heart
Senior Qutrooch ServIc_ In response
quired. Persons interested in information
A day of gentle nurturing. No previous
to the needs of older people, Southern
on requirements, fees or regIStration
experience with yoga necessary. Feb.9,
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providshould call 874-1192 on weekdays.
trom 9:30 am-<! pm. $65. For more In- ~e YOVe Modtt.tlon Weekly rooetIng Senior Outreach Services to the folformation. call Kim Chandler at 874lowing locations: Warren Congregational
Ings every Tuesday at 7 pm II the FacChurch 810 Main S~ Westbrook. first
2341 .
ulty Lounge, Student Center: USM,
Mondayot each month, for residents of Budclhlet-Orlonted Mediation Group
Bedford St, Portland. tntroduct1Ol1 rrst
now rooeting every Sunday, from 10-11
Westbrook and Gomam, from 9 arn-12
andthirdTuesdayofeach month.ANi~s
noon; Ross Center, 38 Washington St,
am at 1040 Broadway,S. Port~.SmaI
freeofcharge. For more information, call
dormtion . For more information, cal 774Biddeford, first Tuesday of each month,
767-4819.
for residents of Biddeford. Saco & OOB,
2174.
Stretch end Retn Ongoing Yoga
from 9 am-12 noon. An Elder Advocate Compulsive Eating Group Diets don't
Classes 8-week winter session throug h
wiN be avaitable to assist residents with
woril for many women because food is a
Feb 27, with classes held on Wednestheir aging-related issues and concerns,
power1ul substance often used to satisfy
days from 9-10:30 am. Th~ fee for a
such as Medicare, insurance, housing,
important emotional needs and make
single class is $10. 119 Main St, Kensocial security, etc. This service is free of
women feet good. The focus of these
nebunk. For more Information, call
charge. 775-6503 or 1-800-427-7411smalt, weekly therapy grou~ is to examJeanette Schmid Lahari at 499-7515 .
Tho Peth of Recovery Portland Sufi Orine the emotionaVpsychotoglcal compo- T'III Chi Chuen is an ancient Chilese
nents to weight loss. The foltowing wilt
der offers a series of small meetings
Martial Arts system based on meditation
Invotving meditation based on the Sufi
be viewed as critical keys to we19 htloss :
in movement. Excellent for health, relaxaccepting yourself regardless of your
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
ation, stress reduction and self-defense.
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
weight; understanding how you use food
Classes for beginners through advanced
to protect yourself and feel sale ; recoginto our lives. Meetings are modeled
levels, including ongoing p.ush-hands
after 12-step groups and welcome anynizing the di1ference between biologICal
class. For information and sign-up, call
hunger and emotional hunger; leamlng
one with a desire to recover from addICGene Golden at 772-9039.
tions or codependency. Meetings are
hOw to satisty emotional needs ~lthOUt WetklJog/Aeroblc. USM lifeline will be
Tuesdays, 7:30-8:30 pm at Woodfords
food; and sharing personalexpenences
offerilg a ten-week session starting Feb
in a supportive, caring enVIronment. The
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
11 .The course offers choices in walking,
St. Portland. Open to the public. Donagroups wiN be facilitated by Maryanne
jogging. roolti-level aerobics, stat1Ol1ary
tions are welcome. For more informaVitalius, M.S. Ed., M.S.W., ~o specycling and rowing. Classes are offered
tion, call Jan at 876-2263, Robin at 767cializes in women's issues, eating disthree days a week - Mon. Wed & Fri -.at
orders autonomy and relationships.
2315 or EN at 774-1203.
a variety of times and locatrons ..ReglsGroup~are now forming and wil be held
lb. Single P.,ent.' Hom. Schooling
tration dead"ne is Feb 4. To regISter or
at 78 Main St. Yanoouth. $25/sesslon.
Support Group rooets once a month.
find out more, call 7SO-4170.
For more information, calt 846-6624.
Any single parent interested in hOme
Whole FoocIII Cooking C t _ forthose
education iswelcome to anend. For more Flextng end Stretching Progrem for
in transition to a balanced vegetarian
Seniors Portland Recreation is offering
information , call m-7269.
eating style will be offered Feb 4, 11 &
this class on Thursdays, beginning Feb
SouthemMIIIneSlngl. . 8ocIat.Group
18, from 6-8 pm, in Portland. Cost for all
7, from noon-1 pm. There is no charge.
Meets on weekends at various locations
three classes is $50. Call 774-8899 for
trom Portland to Biddeford. Meet new The class wilt be held at the Cummtngs
registration or more information.
CorTYOOnity Center, 134 Congress S~
friends ages 35 and over. No fees. Call
Porttand. For more information, call 874934-1692, 284-9327, 775-1353 or 775• Contin""d on paS" '-6
8793.
1553.
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wiLh a losing tickel!
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Drop off your old
louery & instant tickets
wilh your store purchase
to be eligible for our
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772-2427

o

open 7 days a week

•

daily: 8:30am lo II pm
Sunday: 8am lo llpm

SIZZLlN' SPECIAL

NESS

5 visits only $15
10 visits only $25

BEADS. SUPPliES
HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY
SILVER JEWELRY
GREETING CARDS

579 CONGRESS

S1

fun in the sun
Will burn your buns
Un\esS you tan
before h'Si~
{he. 5~ud

' .'

Gift CertificateS Available
8 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

775-2555
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made in New England
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Matching Dressers , Chests and Nightstands Available
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101 John Roberts Road, South Portland, Me.
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Entertainment

-stlar.eQ Brass Boxes
Lined in Red Velvet

Classic I mfJreSStOnS
Old Port 51

ftreet

MAKE ASTATEMENT
,

and remind others that we're all in this
together. These sturdy Maine·made 100%
Cotton Grocery Bags provide an
environmental alternative to plastic and
paper. Send $11.95 & 2.00 SIH to
Designs for Earth, P.O. Box 13 71
Scarborough, ME 04070·1371.
(ME res. add 5% sales tax)

'

J color design. 17'xlZ'x7'
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DROP ME ALINE...

I

OUT

PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
144 HIGH~ ST., PORTLAND

I

773-5547

SIDE

FOR THE COOLEST & THE HOTTEST
VALENTINES

1 [

F~~~ICE

GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O.
Adult/ Ped;,,,,,i, Medi,ine • Office Gynecology
Manipulation. PreJ1entative Medicine

-t
,
,

Walk-In and by Appointment
222 St.
~t., Suite #322
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OFF DRY CLEANING:I
With this ad Expires 2/14191

iCLEAN UP YOUR ACT! :
II • Free Pick-up & Delivery· Same Day Service if dropped off I
Alterations· Reweaving· Shirt Service ~ i '"'' J
I
\ .~ , .", . .. ,)!
I 'E,{mStreet 1Jry C{eaners
\~~~i~
1~2.!1,!!11t.~P.2.rtla~ :..1jlloctfl!m_Libra:e Z.74-712!~

Meine Outdoor Adventure Club
(MOAC) offers the following events: Feb
2, Second Annual MOAC Winteriest at
Camp Ketcha (VOlunteers needed), 8394919; Feb 6, at 7 pm, MOAC roonthly
meeting at the North Deering Congregational Church, 13M Washington Ave.
PorUand, with a slide show on ski mountaineering in Alberta, British Columbia
and northern Montana. for more info, call
MOAC holline at 77.--1118; Feb 9,
Winteriest, for more Info cal 774-1118;
Feb 1&-18, snow cave building outing,
773-0476; Thursday night walks around
Back Cove, meet at Payson Park at 6
pm, call 829-.-124 ; spontaneous day
hikes during the week, 883-5984. People
interested In ice climbing this winler
should call Carey at 772-9831.
Meine Women Outdoon is offering
winter camping, skiing & skating, Feb 910. Forinfoonaoove trips, or Wyou'd like
to ba a trip leader or have a camp to lend
for a fall or winter weekend trip, call
Leann at 5047-3919.
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Grilled Fillet 0 '

I ,!

Salmon
10.95

,I ,
f, i'

I! ,
I

.....

Home made
Turkey Dinner

BBQ Cambridge
Steak Tips

7.95

8.95

All served with saJ;ld, pxat0e5 o r rice

HONEST FOOD AT HONEST PRICES

: The Good Table Restaurant :

I
I

KIDS

WE'RE IN YOUR BUDGET

I

•

, ,

Ill. 7 7

Cape EIi:t.a.bclh

799 C;(lOU

sen iog hrcakf.l~l . huu. h &. dinner
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COHOUSING COMMUNITY
We are looking for people who are interested in
beginning an owne r-occupied housing community with
a common house and area. The residents will be of all
ages, singles and families.

GOALS: • 25 Households
• Single family bomes - privacy
• AffOrdable - small size - energy efficient
• Cenerous shared facUities &. open space
Interested? Informational meeting upoorning. Call Richard Berman, 772-3225.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

FOR

F.... h Pelnt continues to offer rolling admissions to itsart pre-school on Mondays
and Tuesdays from 8 :45-11 :15am. Prearranged extended day care Is also
available. Fresh Paintisa state-licensed,
day-care facility. Ills located at One Blue
Heron Drive. Brunswick. For more Information . call 725-'-983.
Fridey F,... Movl. . offered by S. Portland Public Ubrary from 3 :30-<4 :30 pm.
All ages wetcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broadway, S. Portland. 775-1835.
Ice Wolf. A Tale of the Eaklmos River
Tree Arts will sponsor Kennebunk High
Schoors Perlormance Plus program in
presenting this play lor children. Performance dates are Feb 2, 4 , 5, 6 and 9.
Saturday shows begin at 10 am and are
open to the public. Feb 4, 5 and 6 are inschool sIlowsand are only open to school
groupe. For ticket and booking information. contact River Tree Arts al 98543<43. Tuesday through Friday from 10
am-4pm.
MoncbIyEvenlng SkI .. _ _ Peek
Ski any three Monday nights, from 5-10
pm, for $35. Program is intended for
you1h, aduhs and seniors, and options
include rentals and 1 112-hour lessons.
For more Information. call Portland
Recreation at 874-a793 or 874-8300.
ext. 8791 .

You don't have to be
a 9S-pound weakling

ETC

Interior of Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave., Portland.

Voge Help. DIneen PorUand Yoga
Studio offel1l this class on Feb 9, from
8:25-10:25 am. Cost Is $12. This twohour workshop will introduce dancers to
a wel~balanced selection of yoga postures to meet their specifIC problems
and Meds. 616 Congress S~ Portland.
For more Information, call 797-568'-.

Portlend Public

Children'. Room Schedule for the week
of Feb 3 is as follows: Feb 4, 10:30 am,

• Contimletl from 1"'ge 25

WELL
NESS

874-6980

Llbr.ry'. Senior AdultW"er Exercise Program
The City of Portland is offering classes al
the Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave)
every Friday afternoon from 12:1f>.1 :15.
Preschool Story Time; Feb 6. 9:30 am.
Transportation to and from the pool is
Finger Fun for Babies; Feb 6, 10:30 am,
available (a van leaves the Cummings
Preschool Story Time (3- to 5-year-olds);
Center, 134 Congress SI. Portland. at
Feb 8, 10:30 am. Tales for Twos; Feb 9,
11 :30 am and retumsat2 pm). Cost is 75
10:30 am, Movies (children of all ages).
cents. For more informalion, cal 874All programs are free and open to the
8870.
public. Five Monument Square, Portland.
W.llyball Join the Casco Bay Bicycle
For mora Information. call 871-1700.
Club flYery Thursday at 6:30 pm. People
Rollenketlng ....._
Portland Recreof all abilities are wetcome. Pizza afteration wil ofler lessons to baglnners, dawards. For more Information, contact
signed to instruct youngsters in the baWalleybal Rand at 799-4013.
sics of roIlerskating. including forward
skating, turning. stopping and the correct
way to fait. Classes for advanced beginners will cover backwards skating
and advanced turning techniques. For
children ages &-10. Classes wil take
place from 9-10 am with a free skate
from 10:30 am-l pm. on four consecutive Saturdays: March 2, 9, 16 & 23. Cost
is $24 for residents, $30 for non-residents.
Call 874-8873 for registration forms.
Star Science Center'. Saturday Astronomy Shows Southworth Plan etariumastronomyshows. 7pm. Fridays
Morning Science Seri. . for Kids 5and Saturdays; laser ight shows. 8 :30
12. Come discover the mysteries behind
pm, Fridays and Saturdays. Southworth
the forces of magnets. explore lhesecrets
Planetarium. Science Building. Portland.
of bubbles. dissect a shark and more.
Admission for adults is $3, for children
Feb 2 & 16, March 16 & 30. from 9-11
and seniors $2.50 (children under five
am. $10 per class. The Star Science
are not admilled). For reservations and
Center is a non-profit educational orgainformalion on special Sunday presennization. whose primary goal is to entations, call 780-4249 . Southworth
courage science in school-age kids
Planetarium's"Alter School Thursdays,•
through fun , discovery learning and
programs designed for skJdents 01 all
hands-on lessons. For more informaages, are held at 3 :30 pm. Cost 15$2.50.
tion, call 775-7382.
Also good to know: Sky Watch Hot Line,
Voung Downhill R8c .... wil ba tesling
780-4719, features a new message fIYtheir skins in the Sugarloaf Schuss from
ery week about what's going on in the
Feb 5-7. The oIdast downhill race In the
heavens.
state of Maine. the course Is set on
Narrow Gauge. and the races will include The Enriched Golden Age Club, 297
Cumberland Ave, Portland, invites men
a Super G event and a Downhill event
and women 80 years and over to
Racers should contact the Sugarloaf Ski
Wednesday luncheons and programs
Club for information. at 237-2457.
as follows: Feb 6, Luncheon and .. . proVoung People'. Center for the Per·
gram; Feb 13, SA Ask Wednesday
forming Arts A unique ballet-piUS- theprogram;
Feb20, StateStreetJazz Band;
atre experience for children. Ballet for
Feb'll. Beau & David Music. Reservaages 7-16, pre-ballet for ages 4-6. Sections must ba made in advance by caliond semester workshops : musical
ing 774-6974.
comedy. scenic design , lighting. CO$tume design and jazz dance. For more Fish Chowder Luncheons South
Freeport Church offers a full chowder
information or to register, call Barbara
lunch for $4 .50 from 11:30 am-l pm.
Goelman at 766-41857.
These luncheons are held on Ihe second
and fourth Fridays of each month to
banefit Ihe South Freeport Church ministries. Soulh Freeport Rd. S. Freeport.
For further information, call 86f>.3659.
Goodwill NMds Donations Goodwill is
launching a donation drive to replenish
the stock at its retail oullels. Clothing and
household Items should be clean and
free of major defects. Items may be
dropped off at boxes in the community.
They can also ba brought 10 the slore at
Adult Indoor Soccer Portland Recre353 Cumbariand Ave, or 10 attended
ation will sponsor pick-up games every
donation centers at Northgate Shopping
Friday night, from &-8 pm, with skills
Center and Milcreek Shopping Center in
ranging from Intermediate to advanced.
S. Portland. where receipts for donaFor lhose 18 and older. Starting Feb 1.
tions wiN be provided. For more inforCost: $1 .50 for residents, $3 for nonmation. or to make arrangements for
residents. Formore information, cal 874pick-up of larger items, call 761 -8452.
8873.
The Lightship '12 Nantucket The
Bodyahop USM Lifeline is offering memLightship is an in-the-water dockside
barship in the Bodyshop. a supervised
maritime rruseumthatoHers guided lours
weight-training program for all ages and
on board, Sat's from 10 am-4 pm, and
fitness levels. Bodyshop offers personal
Sun's 12~ pm. Adults $3. seniors and
orientation and training for participants
children $1 .50. Groups by appointment.
whether they sifl"9ly want to tone up or
MaineWharl, Portland (near Casco Bay
get in condilion for a particular sport.
Ferry Terminal). For more information
Bodyshop is an ongoing program;
call 775-1181.
membarsh ips are offered for 3 roonths. 6 North V.rmouth Academy Middle
roonths or 1 year. Call 780-<4170 for
School Open Hou. . Feb 2. Registramore information.
tion and headmaster's welcome. 10C.........~ V.lley Sid M ....thon. a
10:15 am, 10:1f>.11 :45 am, tours and
40K ski-skating race, will ba held Feb 10
classroom visits wilh student guides,
at Sugarloaf/USA. For information,
refreshmentsll :45 am-12 noon .
contact the Carrabassell Valley Touring
R.S.V.P. 10 the admisslonsofllceat B46Center at 237-2205.
9051 .
Cl'OIIIl-Country Ski Cerd. The Ameri- Penny Auction wil be held al Cathedral
can Lung Association and the Maine
Guild Hall on Feb 3, al 7 pm. Gift cerNordicSkiCouncilareoffering thecrosstificates lrom area businesses and rescountry ski Gold Card. which allows the
taurants and lots of gift Items. Refreshcardholder to ski six times or invite up to
ments. 317 Congress SI, Portland . For
five olher friends or family members to
more information. call 772-0276.
ski al fifteen ofMaine'spremier, groomed The Portland Folk Club meets every first
touring centers for a total of ninety passes,
and thirdTueofeverymonth at7:3O p.m .
which represents a value of over $700.
in Ihe Swedenborgian Church . 302
For further information. calI1-800-462 Stevens Ave , Portland. Pickers and
5864.
players of every description are enDay Trip. to Shawn . . Peak Portland
couraged to attend, as weH as storytellRecrealion offers two programs this
ers and people who jusl want to listen. A
March : DayTrip 10 Shawnee Peak. aday
donation of $1 appreciated. For more
of skiing for second graders-high school
information . call 773-9549.
seniors . with transportalion provided by Silent Presence for Peace: a few moMaine Line Tours. March 15 (a leacher
ments of silent refleclion and prayer will
service day). 7 arn-6 pm. Cost: $24.
ba offered Wednesdays, al 5 :30 pm, at
Also , Wednesday Trips to Shawnee
the Unitarian Universalist Church. 15
Peak. an afternoon of skong for second
Pleasant St. Brunswick. Forlnformation,
graders-high school seniors. with transcall 729-5825.
portation provided by Maine line Tours. Southern Maine Slngl. . Social Group
Feb 6 and March 6 (both half-days for
meets on weekends at various locations
schools). from 12:30 pm-9 pm. Cost:
from Portland to Biddeford. Meet new
$19. Rentals $6 extra. snowboatd rental
friends. ages 35 and over. No fees.
$8 for both programs. For more inforPlease call us al 934-1692. 28'--9322 or
mation or to reserve spaces. cal Portland
775-1553.
Recreation at 87'--8793 or 874-8300.
ext. 8791 .
Monday Evening Ski at Shawnee Pe.k
Ski any three Monday nights, from 5-10
pm. for $35. Program is intended for
youth, adults and seniors, and options
include rentals and 1 112-hour lessons.
For more information. call Portland
Recreation at 874-a793 or 874-8300,
ext. 8791.

The

Indoors sports
• Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave., Portland
The never-ending quest for interesting and fun sports topics
has taken me to some wild and crazy places. Two weeks ago, I
was floundering on the bottom of a swimming pool in search of a
little extra oxygen and a three-pound puck. This week, I floundered a little more skillfully on top of a pool (table) in a bestthree-of-five eight ball match in the area' s newest pool room. It's
not exactly another episode of Quantum Leap, but this current
Portland sports episode is well worth tuning in and stopping by.
Port Billiards is a safe haven during any weather conditions.
For an indoor sports enthusiast, this Forest Avenue playground is
the place to be if you're stranded during a snowstorm.
Let's say one didn't survive this hypothetical, wicked winter
nor' easter. If I died and went to heaven immediately (wishful
thinking, eh?) this is what I would order from Saint Peter on my
first day: air hockey, ping pong, darts, foosball, bumper pool,
sports video games and a wide-screen TV with the special sports
channel.
In another room, say in the rear half, I'd request a classic and
elegant pool room with nine full-length tables, a rare snooker
table and top of the line playing equipment. Then for atmosphere,
throw in brass sconce wall lighting and antique circular swinging
lights above each table.
Don't even bother dying because Port Billiards has this setup
now. Since early December, they have been offering the above
indoor sports potpourri. Combined with the varied game
entertainment is a full bar (named ''The Wrong Brothers Oub")
and restaurant - with burgers, pizza, lobster stew, Maine coast
chowder, Hawaiian salad and daily specials. I know this place is
real because I'm writing these words at their 4O-foot, solid cherry
bar. I've just defeated
Portland's best photographer
in a non-televised (thank
Cod),3-1 eight ball match.
Rather than discuss my drink
selection, let's consider what makes Port Billiards such a fun
locale.
Local patron and gamesman Gene Carly shared, ''This is not
your typical pool place. It's easy to relax, very upscale, great
atmosphere."
The owner, Lee Edwards, is a fiery woman often seen bouncing off the walls, checking every detail, somehow managing an
irrepressible smile whatever the hour of the day or night. She is
pleased with the direction Port Billiards has taken; "I really
thought Portland was ready for this kind of entertainment. My
vision was to combine a poolroom and a sports bar and a
restaurant, and then add a lot of special extras. The result has
been a family entertainment center, an inside playground for all
ages. My partner, Don Crenier, a former Windham bar owner,
has been instrumental with inspiration and time spent in making
this ambitious project a reality." Don is the low-key guy who
won't let you leave until you have paid "homage" to his full-size
biplane crashing through the side wall. Now there's something
you don't see every day. (The Wrong Brothers Pub is named
after an old Three Stooges Wright Brothers skit.)
Port Billiards has had four previous locations, most recently at
Preble Street. It appears they have finally found a happy home.
From a pool player's perspective, the conditions are ideal. My
only complaint was my notable dearth of talent. The "Ball Room H
is spacious with outstanding ventilation. The stereotypical smokefilled poolroom lined with greasy sharks from "On the Waterfront" won't be found here.
Upcoming events include the regional playoff for the New
England annual Pocket Billiard Tournament, and an indoor
Sports Decathlon to benefit the children's floor of the Maine
Medical Center. Think about this true test of indoor sports skills.
How many great pool players can possibly have also found the
time to become stars at ping pong, air hockey, foosball and
(perhaps the toughest indoor game of them all) darts? All five
events will be equally weighted.
Here's a quick summary of key names, just in case you're
scoring at home. Port Billiards and The Wrong Brothers PubRestaurant are on the same team in the same building at the head
of Forest Avenue (between Congress Street and Cumberland
Avenue). If you have Bruins or Celtics tickets, you probably have
a decent reason to drive all the way into Boston. Otherwise, your
best bet is to save four hours of driving and unnec~ry traffic
ulcers. If you enjoy indoor sports fun, or comedy and music
entertainment on Saturday nights, you'd be crazy not to give the
new Port Billiards a try. If you don't find some socially redeeming
value in this warm and friendly place, I'll eat my pool cue.
MihQuinn

SPORT

...to read
Casco Bay Weekly.
JOHN EMONT of the Regency Health Club can
lift more than twice his weight. But every week
he exercises his right to pick up a 14-ounce
copy of Casco Bay Weekly.
Why? Because wh ile lifting heavy weights may
make John stronger, lifting a Casco Bay Weekly
is very enlightening.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of 4" prints
plus free film every day of the week!

Free Neon Sunglasses
When you purchase 3 rolls of Konica film
for only 6.99 35mm 24 exposure 100 asa

1!1!~~!!!8!!I!a!!I~B~!!1 30

883-7363

CityRoute
Center.
Pon/and • 772-7296
71 US
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personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
apts/rent
houses/rent
offices/rent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learning
music lessons

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775-6601.
personals

1

I'

DWF looking for SlDM 40-55 good
natured, truthful, sensitive, oommunicative, physically fit. sociable,
healthy, aesthetic, caring and nonaddictad professional with a joy for
living desiring a monagamous
relationship with MEl I'm considered
attractive with all the above attributes
and a big smile. I like theater,
movies, xc-skiing, books , hiking,
massage, carpenby, intelligent discussion and sining. Photo appreciated; I'll retum mine I CBW Box
526

I)
I,,

1

DWF onlrman woman who wasn't
bom to be blue - seeking a onewoman man (38-48) to help me build
one good well to fill with everlasting
love. (Call me if you think irs time
and you don't need a smoke or
wine.) "If 5072

I

I

DWF, pretty, petite. Loves rock and
blues, works out, reads psychology
and sci-fi ; seeks N/S SWM 38-46
moderately attractive ftt, who could
get serious with the right woman.
Pictures requested. "l1" 5069

j 1

II f
i

Desperately seeking contact and
friendship with other persons interested in Wicca as a religion. Only
serious persons interested in the
good or positive aspects of Wicca
need reply. CBW Box 527.

I
Ii

GLB (good looking Boy) sparkling
hazel eyes , twenty something 6' . Into
walking winby. Reading, writing and
long talks. Would enjoy meeting
multi-faceted, sensitive, driven, intellectual
man.
25-38
for solid
friendship."l1" 5070

I

I

.
GWM 30 reasonably attractive, looking for masculine, sincere, nonsmoker 25-35 to share fun times and
possible relationship. My interests
include outdoor recreation,
all
seasons, movies, working out, traveling and more. CBW Box 528 "If
5073
Have Maine's best women all married or moved south? This attractive,
intelligent, healthy SWM, 37 with
strong artistic and cultural interests
hopes not. Am communicative, sensitive, and endowed with quick smile
and wit along with good emotional
maturity and confidence. Love
movies, theater, hiking, dining out,
travelling, x~untl)' skiing and picnics. Don't care much about cars,
sport scores or drinking. Seeking attractive, trim (please), SWF in 20's or
30's with sense of humor and adventure and easy going nature. Prefer
women who still feels passionate
about some things in life. Hope to
avoid those with past emotional bag gage, workaholics or support group
addicts photo appreciated. CBW Box
514 "l1" 5057
WMM 38 seeks discrete late night
female who can teach me how to
improve my culinal)' skills . Discretion
assured. All letters answered. CBW
Box 529 'IJ' 5074
Rapunzef with shorn locks seeks
Porijand prince with sturdy ladder if
you survived your mid-life crisis,
please shoot rendezvous instructions
through the tower window - PO Box
4759, Porijand, Maine 04112.

HOW TO USE PERSONAL CALL~
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a FREE service for Casco Bay Weekly advertisers!
Ask for PERSONAL CALL service when you place your Casco
Bay Weekly personal ad. Then, you'll receive your own PERSONAL
CALL® number and security code, so you can call a FREE 800
number to record your one-minute greeting message. Be creative!
You can change your message as often as you like to satisfy the
whim of the moment.
We do suggest that you leave your first name and ask the people
responding to leave their telephone numbers and best times for you
to call. Do not leave your last name, telephone number or address.
When you call the 800 number and enter your PERSONAL CALL®
number and your private security code , the system will immediately
teU you how many new responses you have. From there, just follow
the easy prompts. You 'll press 1 to record your greeting or press 2
to hear your responses.
Once you've recorded your greeting message, you can call the
same FREE 800 number as often as you like, 24 hours a day, to
listen to your responses for up to three weeks after your ad appears
in the paper.

RESPONDING TO AN AD
WITH PERSONAL CALJ1!> SERVICE:
UsingPERSONALCALL toanswerCascoBayWeeklypersonal
ads is fast and fun!
Relax in your favorite chair, browse through the Casco Bay
Weekly personal column and circle the ads that interest you .
ThesmaJl telephone symbol-...- next tothe four digit number tells
you the person has PERSONAL CALL<l!lservice. With PERSONAL
CALL®you don't have to listen to one message after another until
you find someone you 'd like to meet, (unless you choose to). These
messages remain on line for three weeks after the ad appears in
Casco Bay Weekly, so check the date 01 the paper you 're reading!
You can immediately respond to an ad by calling 1-900-3702041.
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions.
Enter the four digtt number of the ad that interests you. You will
then hear that person's one-minute voice greeting, and you can
leave your response. And, you can enter another box number, and
another and another.... Qf the advertiser's voice greeting is not yet
on line, you can still leave your response.)
The cost for using PERSONAL CALU'!>to respond to Casco Bay
Weekly Personal ads is only 99 cents per minute and will appear on
your telephone bill under ·Prsnlcall.·
Having Problems? Please be sure that you are using a touchtone phone that is on tone, not pulse.
If you have any questions or feedback about PERSONAL CAL L®
just call us at 775-6601. We like to hear from you.

In search for what it is that's missing
- and wonder if it's just some hugging
and kissing - at 33 and ending years
of cloudy bliss - I can't help but fell
some emptiness - so here I tum to fill
a void - at 5'8' and 150 Ibs. I'm self
employed - a smoker I am, chemfree I cannot say, Sunday football
and ice fishing are not my forte', I'd
be on a cycle thru a long mountain
pass, or a private pionis in the sunny
green grass, maybe skiing the
weekend at your favorite resort, antiquing and bowling are my favorite
sports, some baggage I cany, from
old cloth I'm cut, a chauvinist pig is
here what we've got, but the right
way to treat a woman I know no
judgement I pass, I put on no show,
a woman of beauty, dark eyes for
me, windows to the heart, through
which I can see, patience. Honesty
and truth are what I need, not just
sex. A wife, or someone to bleed,
CBW
, Box 511 "If 5054.
No longer blue - redhead, 38,
professional, attractive and intelligent
woman rediscovering life's kaleidoscope, envisions meeting a like-minded man whose true colors shine
through . Self portrail or picture
reciprocated"B' 5071

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of Maine Mall Cinema!

CUPID DELIVERS
Let Cupid deliver a Valentin" to
yourSWflfltyt
Cupid ie offoring two choicM thie year:
1. A fiy. inch box..! augatdoueh h..t
docom..! and perwnaliled with )'OIIr
me..age with. choice of • r.d 10M or •

A Date Tonight Hear talking personals from local women and men
who would like to meet you. (Names
and phone numbers included). 1900-346-3377 $1.951minute.
LlVE-ONE-ON-ONE I
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to, it's the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18.
U.S. Asian Connection for free photo
brochure and details of the beautiful,
faithful, marriage-minded ladies from
overseas in our pen- pal club call
702-451-3070 and leave your mailing address.

The best o nes are at Compatibles . ..
a.ctive, interesting men who haven't
had time to meet the right w o man ...
so they've come to Compatibles.

If you' re a single woman who h asn't
met the right man, perhaps he's
waiting for you here .

Dial 1-900-:370-2041 24 hours a day 99¢/min

SWM, sincere, creative , with diverse
interests ranging from the outdoors
and animals to design. Professional
civil servant, 23, chem-free. Would
like to meet SWF. CBW Box 525

$2/ min. More info: 305-5654455 Ext. 5713

your choic. cI. r.d \OM or. condom and
a carel. t12. DElIVERED.

oeliyeri., made to hom.. and offlC"
throughout PoIIIand but orderowtyto .......
dewatY tin.. .......... Cupid', gonna be
flying all o..r Pcrttand_
Cupid witl a/oo deW.. your _n V"ntine
prw18nt, for • $5080 lea. For det.iI, and
orc!oring info cal

761-2582.

ROLFING:
The
cadillac
od
bodywork; a process of intense
change. Offered by a oornpetent
caring and genUe practitioner. Appointments available in Gardiner and
Brunswick. Call Noel Clark 582-

Massage is more than a luxul)'...
Massage will soothe your aches and
pains, release your street and tension, relax your tired overworked
body. Valentine's Day Gift Certificates available. Barbara Fudala
R.N., Therapeutic Massage, 7730217

4580.

NEED TO TALK?? I am a
metaphysical practitioner, well versed in Vipassana meditation, Jungian concepts, astrology, A Course in
Miracles,
mythology,
Buddhist
though~ ACoA. Reasonable rates.
Ed Chanin, 883-9255.
NEW MEN'S GROUPS FORMING
FOR 1991 - Issues addressed w~1 include male roles at home & at work,
fear of intimacy, making & sustaining
commitments, stuck feelings & lack
of joy & play. Those of you who find
that these issues are a concem are
welcome, whether or not you've had
previous group experience. Two
groups scheduled: TUESDAY, 911AM: TUESDAY, 7-9PM. Eight men
limit each group. $751month. led by
Rick Lynch, psychotherapist in
private practice in Porijand, who
studied with Robert Bly & James
Hillman in Califomia. Call 874-0681
for more information or an intisl interview.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Enjoy a
Special Valentine Offer: 5 massages
for the price of 4. Relax, reduce
stress and ease tension. Sliding
scale. Pam Richards A.B.M.P. Certified. 775-6636.
VALENTINES! Make your own at
Maybe Someday. Beautiful books,
lovely gifts. last chance for t 991
calendars Feb. 7th. Maybe Someday, 195 Congress Street, Porijand.
773-3275.
WRITING INTO THE SUNSET; A
Seminar-at-Sea with Alfred Depew.
8/25-9/1 1991. From New York. 15
class hours plus conference time.
Umited capacity. Call (207) n3-6040
for information/enrollment.

The Portland Center
for Counseling and
FamUy Therapy
Couples, Individual and Family
Couo.sel1og
• Evening Hours available
• Appointments within 48 hours
• Insurance reimbursable

772-8400
17 South Street

PERSONAL CALL®
dating services

You see. we're not just another
dating service. We're Comp atibles.
Ca li Today f OT a Personal /nteroiew

883-1066 - Portland
783-1500 - Lewiston

MWtM't'Pd

Compatibles
"The Da ti ng Service Tha t Ca res"

REAL GIRLS

Ph ychoth erapist

1-900-860-3377

Discreet GM seeking clean, responsible roommate MlF to share spacious east end 2br apt $242.50 indudes heat. Sorl)' I smoke. Please
call 761-4091.
Female roommate to share large,
sunny apt E. Prom Area west harbor
view. WID. Small yard with BBO and
garden. Must be quiet, responsible,
non-smoker, animal - lover. $280
month includes gas electricity. 7731964 or 775-3246.
Female roommate wanted to share 2
bedroom apartment. East Prom
area, great view, yard, parking.
$250/month plus utilities. Must fike
cats . Call 773-1346,leave message.
Female seeks female to share big,
wonderful apt. in the West End.
$225/month, heat included, no
smokers or pets please call 7746164 anytime.
for
responsib!&
GM
looking
roommate to share house In
Porijand. $300 month includes
utilities. I'm looking for someone with
a quiel lifestyle, non-smoker and
must enjoy animals . Call 874-0462.
GM seeks MlF roommate to share
spacious, sunny, West End Apt.
Rreplace, wid, hardwood floors and
storage. $350 includes heat. Call
871-8636 leave message.
GM seeks roommate, Scarborough
location, two bedrooms, mosijy furnished,
laundl)'
and
parking.
Responsible NlS neat person with
quiet lifestyle. $225. plus utilities.
Call 883-8674, leave message.
Glimpse what has brought you to this
incarnation through karmic astrology.
A holisitc, past life perspeaive used.
For more information call Jan moody
at 725-8226.

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW

IN MAINE

• Life TT"nsition • Guided Re-P"",nting
• Self Esteem/Empowerment

HOUSEMATE wanted.
on Meeting House in
Near bus and beach.
needed. Smoking OK.
includes all utilities and
799-2513 after 6pm.

Large home
S. Porijand.
Fumished ff
$2501month,
parking . Call

Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!!!!

DR. CHERYL FITCH-SOHN

$3/min.
Must be 18 years old

• Wholistic Family Health Care. Network Chiropractic •
• AppliediClinicaVKinesiology •
Complimentary examination for new patients

Housemate wanted to share home
with 2 professional women near
Rosemont. $300 + per month. 7728264

Chiropractic Center of Portland - 774-9666

MlF Roommate wanted to share
clean, oornfortable, 2 bedroom intown apt. $2751month, heat included.
Call 775-3275.

Insu rance Reimbursable

871-9256

Responding to a

PERSONAL CALL@
ad? All you have to do is .•.

A;:) I nVLV,," T

n~LlIN,,";:)

PHYCHIC READINGS

TAROT READINGS

Let the stars be your guide

Ufe changes, b'usiness changes

775-2077

Dial 1 -9 00 -370-2041
24 h o urs a d ay 99¢/ m in

9 am-9 pm daily
756 Forest Ave. , Portland

MlF non-smoker for 2 bedroom near
USM. Spacious, sunny apartment,
oft streel parking. No pets . Available
March 1. n5-5663.

FAX FREE THURSDAY! FAX FREE THURSDAY
For it FREE Personal Ad with PERSONAL CALL see details on page 11.

rates and fine print
RATES
All charges are per week.
Up to 30 words
$ 9.00
31-45 words
11 .00
46-60 words
15.00
Each additional word
after 60
.15

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601
Me~ag~

______________________________________________________

Name _____________________________

DEADLINES

Category

Line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5 p,m.

Address

Total Number of Words _ _ _ __

POLICY
cow will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services for money or
goods, or ads with purely sexual content. COW will not print full names,
street addresses, or phone numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers must either provide aPost Office OOl
number in their ad or use the COW Box Service. All information concerning
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential. CBW reserves
the right to catagorize, refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc.

City, Zip

Basic Rate _ _ _ __

condom and a card. t12. DElIVERED.
2. A _en inch box..! gingerlHMd cupid
(anatomically corr.ct m" or 1.....1with

Just In Time For Valentines Dayl
Premier issue, 'Newsletter For
Singles: How to find love in the Persqnals. Complimentary Copy : Write
P.O. Box 2475, South Porijand,
Maine 0411fHl475.

Portland, Maine

If you have placed an ad in the Casco Bay weekly
personals, your ad is automatically entered in the
PERSONAL OF THE WEEK contest. We are looking for
ads that are creative, witty and fun. Winners will receive
their tickets in the mail.

SF 41 seeks SlDM companion , con fidante, best friend. Please be kind,
communicative, energetic, love the
outdoors and animals. I enjoy x.c.skiing, hiking, canoeing , gardening.
Am thoughtful, enthusiastic peacefully left of center politically. CBW
Box 530 "If 5075

SWM 33, Non-smoker, nurturer,
monogamous , part time Guru. A
stong chess player and sometimes
bookish , I also like outdoor thrills.
Marriage and children? Irs on my
mindl How about you? CBW Box
519.

Listen to thouaend. of Voice Ada recorded
by SEX\, Men & W~n who want to
meet YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. fun - _ y
and includa. Voleamall for axtra privacy.

SSSSF (Smart, slim, sassy single
female) seeks company of an
SMMMM (single, mirthful, male
mensch). Self respect, sense of
humor, happiness outdoors, smarts
and imagination are all I ask. !!' 5068

It's quick, it's easy,
and it's only a phone call away ...

SWM 31 photogenic, looking for artistic lady with interest in hiking,
beachwalks , modeling, friendship
and more. Photo appreciated. P.O.
Box 909, Bath, Maine 04530.

1·900·646·4646

Where Are The

roommates

body & soul

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

Single Men?

Not unattractive SM 42 gentle, sensitive, romantic engineer. Looking for
female who desires a man she can
depend on. I value honesty, communication and compassion . enjoy
the outdoors, adventures and music.
CBW Box 523 "l1" 5063

SSSSF (smart, slim, sassy, single
female) seeks company of an
SMMMM (single, mirthful, mindful
male mensch) . Self respect, sense of
humor, happiness outdoors, smarts
and imagination are all I ask. "B'
5068

dating services
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WHAT IS A WORD?
Aword is considered aword when it has a space on botlt sides. Aphone
number is one word. Punctuation is free.
ERRORS
COW shall not be liable for any typographical errors, omissions, or changes
in the ad which do no affect the value or content of the ad or substantially
change the meaning.
REFUNDS
ClassHied ads ale non-refundable. Credit will be issued when aviable error
has been determined.

Phone (days)_ _ _ _ _ (eves) _ _ _ _ + Extra Words at_¢ Each _ _ _ __
WOWII WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay weekly & Maine Times One-Stop Shopping Special.
Please cal
to give me advertisi ng
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this weeki
Complete payment must accompany
all advertising. NO REFUNDS. There is
a $10 charge for all returned checks.

CBW Box $5.00/Wk _ _ _ __

No

ge:...-_
Personal Callil> __-::C:!,!;ha:,:.r:r.:
Check One yasO noO
COST PER WEEK _ _ __
Multiply cost by number
of weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL DUE
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Please call me with
Classified Dept.
One·Stop Shopping Info 0
551 A Co ngress Street
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9-7; Tues-Fri 9-5;
o Check or Money Order enclosed
0 VISA
0 MasterCard
Sat 12-3
Card , ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp, date ______
or call 775-6601

~'''''''''.'''
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employment

houses/rent
Nice Westbrook neighborhood.

1

bedroom house. recently renovated.
large landscaped yard. perfect for
professional single or oouple. 1 year
lease. $550 + utilities. 854-0076

by Lynda Barry

offices/rent
THERAPISTS
AND
BODYWORKERS: Lovely therapy
room available for inlividual and
group work in prime Portland location. Also available. fully set UP. at1ractive treatment room. Interoffice
referrals possible. Daily. monthly and
hour1y rates. Please call Jeremy at
775-5020.

(IND,( Gol ANOT\1c~ lnH~ FRoM AGNER.
'ric TO~D \-l EI< I-'.E (AN ', SA,( W\-\E~E \-IE IS
BtcAUSE Ot SE(VRIT'( ~vT T\-'IE'( A~e:
GO iNG ON A \-lARD SORTIE AND T\-IEY JV5T
( AN Fl1.0M A \-\A1Z\) SORliE. NE\\''r\E~ ME
OR CINDY KNOW fOR S!JR't. W\\ATS A

SORliE.

l

r I

learning

~~~~~~~f~;1t

Pottery Classes - Studio 132
Portland. New Classes are beginning
February 5th. Come join the fun as
we pinch . slab, ooil, and throw. For
more information. 772-4334
Pottery Classes at Studio 132.
Portland are a great way to have fun.
Affordable prices. expanded hours,
individual instruction and personal
satisfaction. Come join us! 772-4334 .

ALSO WAI(f-\ CI-IANNH S~lJtN '0'<CAi..ISE T\-\c W WAS \tI'ERt:. AND AGNER.
MI E>\H BE ON . II'S T\-\£ ON't wf\ER't 1l1E'1
,P,KE A Gvy IN A 1-\';;\..0(01'\1:: R V/\Ttl
\1IS' lEG BI-OWN Orr. WE rll'.VE SEeN
A Lo, Of GV\dS WI1\-1 PARTS 8LOWN OFF

t\

Coaching on Voce
Tochn'- & Production

Student

Rat_

Voice & Piano Lessons
Beginners. Intermediates
Broadway
Clanlcal

Opera

BUT 'fiE 111\'J't;N ', SEeN AC;NE~. ~~~

__

Moot... 01 Muole

7111-7272

wanted

BUYING ROLEX
DAYTONA' COSMOGRAPH
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Eastern Prom Area - nice neighborhood 1 bedroom apt. with new
ki~n. lishwasher, parking. garden
space. washer hook-up. No sm~kers
please. $400 plus utilities. Available
Feb 1. Call 775-2871

Recovering woman seeks nls female
roommate. 2 rooms plus 1/2 bath in
upstairs of South Freeport home.
Partial waterview. Wooded area.
$350 + 112 utilities. 865-4584.
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M'F roommate: West Prom spacious
sunny apl Own room with fireplace.
Off street parking . Available as soon
as Feb. 11 or March 1. $33Olmonth +
utiij1ies. Chris! Brian 773-3068.

Male or female roommate to share 2
nedroom Westend apartment. Must
be a non-smoker. quiet, responsible,
considerate, mature. Available now
$265 plus one-half utilities. Call
Michael 761-2107. 773-2562.
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CUMBERLAND AVE. - West Side Recently remodeled 1 a~ 2 bedroom multi-level apts., SpaCIOUS With
laundry facilities. Rent. $300 to
$425Imo. plus utilities. Section 8
welcome.
Call
vouchers
SPECTRUM. INC> 79HI223.

Male needs roommate. I have two
bedroom apartment fully furnished.
Heat is included. off-street parking,
wid. So Windham area, 15 min. from
Portland. $2951mo. 892-7122.
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apts/rent

I love my apartment it's bright and
well located I am looking for someone who can share it with mutual
respect and consideration and add
your own personal touches. Another
chem-free non-smoker who believes
in clean bathrooms and empty sinks
and likes my cal Might she be you?
$340 plus $53 oil budget payment,
includes wid. cable. and phone.
Available
now.
Call
761-3855
any1ime.
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SOUTH PORTLAND: Cozy 2 bedroom house. oil heat. garage. yard
and garden. One block from Cape.
Pets negotiable. $275 plus 112
utilities. Mike 883-8746. leave message .
Yarmouth Colonial. 6 room apt. Huge
beautiful ,
sunny,
pine
lloors
throughOUt. Near Royal RIVer Park.
15 min. to downtown Brunswick,
Portland.
Quiet
considerate
seeks
same.
housemate
$3oolmonth . Call 729-1199 (d) 8465103 (e).
Yarmouth houses hare available in
February. Lovely home .on the
Cousins River. private. Single or
parent and child. $3751month includes utilities wid. call 846-0194 for
more infor.

Deering Oaks - Park Ave. spacious 2
bedroom. lots of light, views. w~od
floors. on site laundry. secure bUilding. $495 per month. heat and hot
water included. Call 774.0363.

Efficiency unit in my home near
Coast Guard Station South Portland.
Kitchenette. bathroom. wid. Vilw carpet, parking. $3251month Includes
utilities. Call 79~3 .
FREEPORT:
Available
March.
Charming 1 bedroom a~t.. .w.ld ,
lishwasher. big wi~ In liVing
area, great view of sunnse. sunset,
easy access to 1-95. Pets Negotiable. 865-3078.
Forest Ave. - Spacious 2 bedroom
apartments available. $425 and $450
utilities.
Fully
applianced
plus
kitchen. recently remodeled. Section
Call
8
vouchers
welcome.
SPECTRUM. INC. 797-<l223.
Gray - 112 Duplex in a country setting. Close to Portland. Two bedrooms. wid hook-up. all appllanced,
deck. parking. Rent is $5251mo . plus
utilities. Call SPECTRUM at 6573635 or 647-8970 .
Gray - Landview Apts. now has
available spacious 1 bedroom
apartments. Located 1 - 112 miles
from downtOWn Gray. Several unique
styles. Beautiful scenic view. w/w
carpet. parking. Rents range . from
$4251mo. to $5251mo. plus utilities.
Sections 8 vouchers welcome.
call
657-3635.
9-12
Please
weekdays.

Hanover

Street.

immaculate

one

bedroom with spacious eat i~ kitch~

wlw side entrance. and povacy IS
only $385 per month + utilities.
Available now call 774-6363.
Lovely 1 bedroom apart~nt with
office. First floor of 2 family house.
Quiet street. Garage. huge yard. excellent storage. Near Westbrook colIage . $600 plus utilities, heat.
security. Available 3/1 . 878-5841
Meadowbrook Apartments - Spacious.
modem.
2
bedroom
apartments available. WIW carpet.
lisposal. dishwasher. ample parking.
exira storage. Affordable rents. Section 8 vouchers welcome. Call 7970223. SPECTRUM. INC.

Old Port Arms - Lower Exchange st.

_ Unique 1 bedroom apts. now ava~
able. Variety of styles include 2
levels with loll Spacious rooms. fully
applianced
kitchens.
~ts
$4251month plus utilities. Sect~n 8
vouchers welcome. For more Informetion please call SPECTRUM. INC.
797-<l223.
PORTLAND. spacious 2 bedroom in
former church . $500lmonth. hot
water included. Call 773-3434.

Room

to rent. Casco recently
remodelled home. ideal scenic location near pond. Heated, wid. use of
kitchen. %59/week. 655-2022.
Stevens Ave. - Nice location. spacious 2 bedroom with kitchen. bath.
lining, livingroom, parking and fully
maintained by owner. Rent $5251mo.
plus utilitites. Section 8 vouchers accepted. Call SPECTRUM. INC> at
797-<l223.
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$200-$500
WEEKLYAssemble
products at home. Easyl No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour Recording. 801-3792900 Ext. MD115H.
$40 ,OOOIyrl RE~D BOOKS a~d.~
scripts. Fill out simple "likeidon t hke
form . EASYI Fun, relaxing at home.
Guaran~
beach.
vacation.
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Ext. ME115B.
$40.ooOlyrl READ BOOKS and.~
scripts. Fill out simple "likeldon't like
form. EASYI Fun. relaxing at home.
beach. vacations. Labor shortage,
guaranteed paycheck. Also Corrections...
$30.000,
Reed
TV
Scripts ...$5O,ooo.
Number
Make
InPages ... $21 .000.
dex ...$30,OOO. FREE 24 Hour
Recorcing.
801-379-2925
Ext
MG115B Hurry! Oller ends soonl
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn
this trade. we send instructions.
parts. and check for assembly. Call
(404) 426-0672 Exl W3027.
FULL OR PART-TIME: One of the
nation's largest financial prod~ts
marketing organizations is rapic.'1y
expanding in this area. If you desire
a dynamic career with excellent inoome potential. call : 775-1233.
Looking for an individual to learn my
business. Must have a desire .to
leam quickly and accept maJor
responsibilities. Send resume to P.O .
Box 547 Scarborough. ME 04074 .
Postal jobs. $11.41 -$14.90Iho.ur. For
exam and app~ca1ion information call
1-800-999-9838. ext. ME 112. 8:00
a.m. - 8:00 p.m .• 7 days. Refundable

fee.

Family of 3 wishes to bacome family
of 4, if you can help us adopt a baby
please call lilly & John collect at
802-235-2312.
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biz services
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. ~ery
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who ~ill move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.
G & B CLEANING COMPANY- offers
first time FREE cleaning I We can
contract offices. homes and oommercial properties. References . bonded. FREE ESTIMATES I 772-5173.
leave message.
Income Tax Prepared at Reasonable
Rates. Prompt personal .service.
Quick refund with electronic filing.
Many returns completed .in one
visist. For estimate or appointment,
call John Hudson 772-1199. 7 am-10
pm. 7 days a week.

t llneple,e~

Call Al'ly l lfl\e 71 4-0025
By Ap pt.

BUSINESS LAGGING,
ANCHOR DRAGGING,
THINKING ABOUT
JUMPING SHIP?

\

Maybe

you just
need
to try
another
tack.

31

biz services
Low interest credit card list. Stop
paying high rates - switch nowl National sources - all balow 17% APR.
$5.00.
Northern
Information
Management. P.O. Box 2211 . Bangor. Maine 04402.
PROFESSIONAL BOOKBINDER Can make your poetry. creative writing. receipes. or special ideas into
fine quality hardcovered books. Unique ideas avaUable for gifts that will
last a life time. and more. Perfect for
school projects or fund rasiers.
Downtown Portland Studio. BookArt
Bindery. 871-1686.
RECYCLE TODAY!!! The Earth
Bound Recyde Company will pick-up
all of your cans. glass and plastic
bottles FREE. Call 773-6226 for
pick-up arrangements ask Brian.
Leave message.
Tax Service for individuals and small
businesses. Call Abacus Accounting
- Portland 799-4316. Bangor 9903531 .

TAX PREPARATION : Excellent rales
prompt and reliable service. also
word processing available : general,
medical and legal. Call anytime 7726620 for appointment or estimate
ask for Caroline. evenings and
weekends available.
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HUDSON
& ASSOCIATES

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION
• QUICK REFUNDS·
Many Returns Completed
While You Wait
• Reasonable
• Experienced
• Prompt
• Confidential
• Bookkeeping

NEED A DRESS?

For estimate or appointment,

Party, Prom or EvenJng
All dresses custom-made
for a custom fit.
BasIc aftarations & repairs available
CaN Johnny· 774-4361 after II p.m.

call John Hudsan at

Watch your
language

7 am to 10 pm • 7 days a week
~ELECTRONIC

OVERWHELMED BY ALL THE BRIDAL SHOWS?
Don't Despair. Please Compare.
(& Keep The Negatives, Too!)

Rick Crockett Photography • 774-4732

ARTIST and fine craftsman. we have
space available for rent to display
your craft in prime Exchange Street
location. Call Old Port Artisans at
871-1090.

stuff for sale
1 year old Kenmore washer and
dryar for sale. Great shape. Asking
$400. Call 878-8734.
MIDI STUDIO. COMPLETE : all new
wquipment still under warranty. Ensoniq $OR (including extra sounds).
Roland U220. 0110 Synthesizers.
Yamaha Kx88 Keyboard Controller.
286 Computer with cakewalk 4.0
Sequencer. Yamaha QX7 Sequenoar. Tascam ~ mixer. $4200 or
best offer. Call 772-7581. daytime
ask for Mark.
SALE I Beautiful 386SX. 2MB. 40MB,
VGA monitor. mouse. windows. dual
floppies, 30 day money back guarantee: $1385. Complete systems from
$395.
Discount
repairs/upgrades/parts. (207) 9982463.
Ski the West - February break 21152124. Pair of plane tickets $275
roundtrip each , Portland to Colorado
Springs. 1 male. 1 female. Call days
780-4200 and eves. 829-6470.
Victorian sofa. Sotheby's assessed
at $960, sacrified at $450. Victorian
china closet $125. Solid oak table, 2
leaves. $150. 4 flat seat chairs, $40
and small upholstered chair $60. Call
772-7909.

wheels
79 Chevy Rack Truck. New Engine
with 25,000 miles. Good Condition.
$2500 call
4:30pm.

772-3796
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business opps
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This week's puzzle
is an international eye
chart. Each of the
numbered lines conij,
tains characters from
one of the languages
listed below. See if you
can match them up.

772·1199

-

Arabic
Chinese
Thai
Armenian
Japanese
Russian
(Cyrillic)
Greek
German
Hindi
(Devanagari)
Hebrew

FREEl FREEl FREE! Junk car
removal . Any condition, car carriers
available. Call 774-<l268.

bulletin board
BATH ANTIQUES SHOW - 70
dealers, Feb. 10. 1Oam-3pm . Bath
Junior High School. off Congress
Ave .• Bath , ME. Admission $2.00.
With ed. $1 .50. PT PROMOTIONS.
INC.
CARIBBEAN ONLY 1891 Why freeze
here when for only $189 you can be
stretched out in the sun of the Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week?
Call 212-864-2000.
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certificate from
Alberta's for the first prize winner.
The second prize winner receives
free admission for two to John
Poussette Dart Band on Jan. 31 at
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. Drawings are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week span. Only
one entry is allowed per person per
week.
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cedes ... $100. 65 Mustang ... $50.
Choose from thousands starling $25.
FREE 24 hour Reoording Reveals
Details 801-379-2929 Ext. MJ115C
U.S. HOTLINE copyright.
DRUGLORD TRUCKSI.. .$1oo. 84
Bronco ...$5O. 89 Blazer... $150. 75
Jeep CJ ... $50. Seized Vans , 4x4's.
Boats. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details 801-379-2930 Ext.
MK115C U.S. HOTLINE copyright
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CHEAP I FBIIU.S. SEIZED 84 VW ...
$50. 87 Mercedes ... $200. 85 Mer-
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All entries for this week's puzzle
must be received by Wed., Feb 6.
The solution to this week's puzzle
will appeat:, in the Feb_ 14 issue of
Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
Real Puzzle #56
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101

Play Chess every Staurday Noon to

4 pm. Cafe No - 20 Danforth Street.

Selji Ozawa
Twyla Tharp

Portland . All levels BYO Board. Call
for more information - Bill 828-1554.

Solution to

You don't have to
play heavy metal •••

Real Puzzle #54
The solutions to "Oversight"
(either one over the other):
This week, Randy Huber of
Hartland may be sighted dining at
Alberta's. Penny Worster of Portland will be overseeing John
Pousette Dart Band on Jan. 31 at
Raoul's Roadside Attraction.

Sunset Apts. - Located in Gray•.only
20 minutes from Portland. Beautiful 1
bedroom apts. available from ~425.
heat included. Cathedral ceilings.
deck. storage. parking and more.
Section 8 vouchers welcome. Call
SPECTRUM. INC.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER
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IanUll,)! 31, 1991

Casco Bay Weekly

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was
recently published by Harper and Row.)

nag HammarskJ old
Jawaharlal Nehru

Konrad Adenauer
VldJcun Quisling
KWQllle Nkrumah
Idi Amin Dada
Weeb Ewbank
Sadaharu Oh
Indira Gandhi
Ngo Dinh Diem
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Sirhan Sirhan
Leon Czolgosz
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